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A Generation Defining Itself: In Our Own Words, Vol. V for “Son”
African Voices for “…until the killing of black men, black mother’s sons…”
Artisan for “Today’s My Funeral Mama”
Ambulant for “They ain’t rappin’ acrylics”
Burnt Offerings of a City (Kathryn Young chapbook award winner) for “The Footsteps
You Know”
Callaloo for “Introduction”
Columbia Poetry Review for “LaRoy stands in the mirror” (formerly known as “Jay B.
stands in the mirror”)
Confluence for “poem on the wrong side of town,” “Unspoken Love,” and “One Bullet
Can Hold Up The World”
Fyah for “young bucks want the glam life” and “Some Sistas and Brothas”
muse apprentice guild (m.a.g.) for “denying my nerd” and “splash”
Obsidian II Obsidian II for “The African Neighbor Lady,” “Blueboy the philosopher,”
“Inductee,” and “if you never got it”
Obsidian III for “Mama don’t take no mess”
Penumbra for “Chorus/sponding”
Poetry Motel for “The Performance of Will”
Sterling Plumpp’s First Voices Poetry Competition winner: “Son” first appeared on
Urban Life Center’s 2003 Calendar
The Flying Island for “A Piano Man Peace” and “On Friday Nights”
XCP (Cross-Cultural Poetics) for “3 steps over”
XCP/streetnotes for “lobbiest”
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For Silk, and all the mothers who father.
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~Prelude~
When I look at photos of myself, they look so funny to me. I know it is me, but it doesn’t look
like me, at least not to me. It is like when I hear my voice recorded. I know it is me, but it
doesn’t sound like I feel I sound to me. My friend GorDon says the same thing when he hears his
voice on recordings he’s done of his music, or of the choir he conducts.
What else is weird is when I dream. I see my body, but I never really see my face. I
mean, I kind of see my face, but only like a blurring reflection, through the eyes of the other
people in the dream. I have to really concentrate to see how I believe I should look. Still, I never
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see my entire face, just above my eyes, or below the nose. Sometimes, I can see my profile. If
anything, pics help me to see myself—the past me—the present me—and those I know and love.
~
I am smart. Extremely smart. So says my parents, friends, and teachers. But it doesn’t
register. I don’t see it, at least not like they see it. I mean…I know two guys, Blaze and Floyd,
from my Physics class that have their own internet business, and they plan on updating spy
software for a major company once they find out how to patent their work. That’s smart. That’s
extremely smart, and entrepreneurial, and positive. They will create jobs for others, as well as be
millionaires some day. I know they will be. The smart I am is just that I think differently than
others who my family, friends, and teachers compare me to. That’s no big thing, thinking
differently, really. Many people do it. For me, I have to listen to all that’s around me, pay
attention to everybody and everything, because I am obsessed like some of the obsessive writers I
read: Morrison, Luis Rodriguez, Kafka, Octavia Butler, Bob Kaufman, and Marquez. I have to
do this, especially if I am to be a good writer one day. Actually, if I really think about it, other
than my obsessive reading habits, I’m a bit lazy—a daydreamer. I don’t have what Blaze and
Floyd have. My father, a big fan of mines, persecutes me about my laziness, how I will daydream
away my life. And if not for my ragtag-misfit-friends, I would not have even applied for the
gifted-artist scholarship. But I did, and because of those crazy fools, I will spend my junior-yearsummer at Cal State. It’s a bit awesome. Okay, really awesome! I never put my mind around
my future; I just take life as it comes. Now, I’m like this big deal or something. Yeah right.
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~Session One~
The summer of my junior year I moved on up to Cal State from Harold Washington High School.
I got a full scholarship for the gifted to attend California State University, Long Beach. As a
precondition for the scholarship, I had to attend the summer before senior year, so that I could
acclimate to Cal State when I graduated from high school. If I wanted, and I thought about it, I
could take classes that summer to get credit to bypass my senior year at Harold Washington High
School. I would be the first in my immediate family to go to college, as well as have it all paid
for. Yes! I was beyond stoked! I was also a lot scared. I had never been far away from home,
except to visit family in the Midwest or in the south. I went to D.C. on a field trip in middle
school, and to Cedar Point, but nowhere as far as California. Cali. And Long Beach no doubt. I
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was on the other side of the U.S. “California Love” by Tupac, Dre and Roger ran through my
head. Still, I was going to miss the mess out of my family and friends. But when I thought about
how the Cal State admissions panel liked my application, I couldn’t believe it. They actually like
my work, for real!
While unpacking my boxes in my room in the residence hall they had set aside for
scholarship and fellowship winners, as well as eggheads who were super talented in the arts of
painting, sculpting, dance, drama, and acting, I realized this was the new place I’d call home, at
least for the summer. I came across a black photo album trimmed in gold. It was my
grandmother’s, and my parents had snuck it into one of my packed boxes. I knew they did
because I didn’t put it in there. I hadn’t seen the book for a while, but I remembered my mother
going through it with me when I was growing up, making sure I knew all of our family
members—my history, where I came from. She would even get Dad to sit down and look
through it with us. He had the best anecdotes about our family history, and the friends we knew.
Some were dead. Some were still alive. Some were black. Some were white. Some I’d never
saw, except in the photos. My parents even put some of my more recent pictures inside the photo
album. They updated it to surprise me I guess. I stopped unpacking my life, bought a pizza, and
sat down to go through the history of Charles Malik Jacobs, Jr.
~
Dad always wanted me to go into politics, but I was not at all interested in political
science, at least not as a career. It took me a while to get Dad, the main branch post office clerk,
and Mama, a second shift postal worker, to understand that I wanted to be a writer. Man, at first
they thought I was crazy for wanting to be a writer, until I told them about all the jobs connected
with writing, such as fiction, creative nonfiction, nonfiction, drama, playwriting, young adult,
children, travel, editor, and technical and professional writing just to name some. Really, I had
only thought about being an English teacher around the time I applied for the scholarship and
started thinking about college. I really just wanted to write, being a teacher actually blew my
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mind as well, but they could handle that better than the so-called starving artist career they had
envisioned when I said “writer.”
The first night I began to write about this picture of Karen. I put the unpacking aside.
Karen was a girl in my Calc class that was fwhine. I had always thought she would be my wife,
but I didn’t have that same thing my Granddaddy Sonny Joe had—charisma. But I could dream.

On Friday Nights
Older friends go to “L” store,
on Friday nights, after work.
I don’t drink. No need
for Gin & juice or Night Train.
No need for Old E or Henessey. I don’t mess
around with Cisco or Rose it bends you
over, summons digestive system to decline entries.
On Friday nights I’d rather be in your hair
sitting on the couch, just chillin’.
The fan blows a hot, humid, breeze on our naked feet.
Just chillin’, on Friday nights with Blige
or Keys. Not in that freeze zone
of dance floor, bar tab, this girl/ that girl
friction. I’m into your intoxication.
I’m drunk on smell of Egyptian Musk in your pores.
It’s the line of your neck against back
of couch that sweat walks down and captures
saturation—wet spot in your cotton T-shirt.
White grape juice cools our throats
is sweet sin on your lips. There is no smoke
in my hair, on my clothes, and my eyes don’t burn
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from cigarette nights. It’s Friday nights and I’m
far from madness induced by the buds of your lips
shaping circles on me. I’m not with the fellas
or you. My dream on Friday nights is a wish
for you to be there, is a wish for you
to be surrounding me, is a wish
I wish to blow afresh.

~Session Two~
When looking at the pictures from Memphis, Tennessee, I recall Nana bringing our family
together. She ran everything. Nobody gave her any lip. Grandma Marie always made sure that I
knew where I came from, and how so many in our family fought so hard for the acres of land that
she had her house built on in the background of a fading gray polaroid. It was a big house for just
her, but she had outlived her first two sons, Mike and Bobby, and raised all six of her other
children, until they left to have their own lives and families. She showed us were Morgan
Freeman lived and took us to Graceland, which was crazy. We got to eat at Corky’s until we
couldn’t eat anymore BBQ. The folks on Beale Street were crazy-fun, and so was the music.
When Granddaddy Sonny Joe and Nana got divorced it hurt the whole family.
Nana preached to me to never take life for granted, to love it with each breath.
Unfortunately, as I grew up, this became more important than ever, due to those I would lose.
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Nana Marie loved watching dancers. She always wanted to be a dancer, or an artist. I
didn’t know it then, but she was pretty good. I saw some old footage on her, a family film; she’s
dancing to James Brown, and doing the camel-walk and sliding from left to right like she’s Jesus
gliding on water. It was so strange because I didn’t know that her. I knew her more cultured,
more of a slow dancer, someone who liked to bop and step, taking me in her arms and leading me
in circles at Christmas time, or at family picnics. She loved Motown. But she also had a big thing
for Hendrix. Let her tell it, he could have been my grandfather. She also loved the song
“Imagine,” by Lennon. I don’t remember it not playing in the background whenever our family
was in Memphis.
That energy I saw in Nana, I also saw in one of her daughters, my Aunt Jonnie, which is
weird because I saw this Nana connection in Aunt Jonnie through Aunt Jonnie athleticism. Aunt
Jonnie was the biggest tomboy I knew; she had some serious skills in track, b-ball, and baseball.
She was a mad-crazy artist as well. She drew a picture of Grandma Marie, and a self-portrait of
herself in charcoal that I put in a bid for (which fell on deaf ears) when she dies. Everybody in
the family wanted those two drawings. Nana Marie had them in her house. One was on the
mantel, and the other was in the sitting room. Every time I fell asleep at Nana’s house, in the
sitting room, I saw Aunt Jonnie looking over me. It seemed like she’d always done that. I love
the pride my family has because I didn’t see it too much in other families.
~
I had been having a lot of dreams about the photos my first couple of weeks in Cali,
thinking about all the things Aunt Jonnie and Nana Marie had told me growing up. I remember
when Nana told me how Sonny Joe got her to fall in love with him. He had placed a lily on her
desk, at school, everyday, for a month. She didn’t know it was him, until she approached another
boy she thought put the lily on her desk. Some dude named Cleophus Bradshaw. I always
thought it was funny that they would bring up Cleophus. Sonny Joe told her, “Now don’t be a
fool with your love, baby girl. Not when it’s going in the wrong direction.” I thought that was so
cool, and I was so glad to not have a Granddaddy named Cleophus.
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They say they knew right away, but Nana was stubborn, and Sonny Joe was just as
stubborn as her. I always thought, What if he didn’t speak up…Cleophus? Ah, nawh.
Sonny Joe liked Motown, but he loved jazz too. He loved funk, blues, and I really think
he just liked good music altogether. He has one of those funky apple caps from back in the day in
this colored polaroid in front of my Dad’s house. I think I was five.
I hated that they got divorced, that Nana Marie passed, and that Sonny Joe would live on
with a broken heart. He just couldn’t take being in the world without her, even when they
weren’t married, which was so funny because they still spent so much of their time together
anyway.

3 steps over
ON THE SCENE—ONE
A brotha tries to acquire placement, relief, hungry and tired after another hard day in
retribution, he dangles. He goes into a fast-food rest-all-want in some USA city.
CASHIER/WISDOM
Hi, sir, can I help you to devour any relics or dogmas that may chain you to a status that
you have a problem undertaking? Is there any substitution that you would like? Like
turkey instead of ham? Do you want a relief man to sit in for you because your average
sucks? Can I take your accommodations, please?
BROTHA
Yes, I’m in a journey from downtown to movin-on-up
It’s a down beat w/ high frequencies/ trepidations & trap-doors
‘cause I’m affirmative action in progress
I’d like America on the side, w/ cheese, maybe supersize it
right/ left
a-quota
right/ left
a profile
left/ right
a thug since I sometimes enjoy a baseball cap on my peanut head
I tried to be a father to that child for her but couldn’t deal/still had latefees on my dream
I tried to be a husband to my wife but we never married/in the reel of sense/ a-tion
do you still have 3/5ths or 3/8ths of black man on your menu? It’s from the ghetto
to the suburbs/ want some of that green
grass / blades
for new shaver /
handfuls
of happiness
and a cool
crisp breeze off the lake, please
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CASHIER/WISDOMAMA
Is that for here or to go, Mr. Ebonics or is that ghetto fabulous hunger something caught
in between your teeth/ throat,
zipper? If you have the correct changes I can give you back a solid
re so lu tion?
BROTHA
(dejectingly)
I would like to accentuate this grub in the comforts of my own destiny, but…
CASHIER/WISDOMAMAMA
(interrupting)
Thank you brotha, can you step aside? Grab some condiments, relish reality
take a veer at your position to manhood
view a/cross the street but don’t address or cross into the flow w/out napkins
ON THE SCENE—TWO
Enters the Sista of all who are brothas/sistas. The mother of the morning who wants to get some
rays of sun/light
fill the voids of space. relinquish time in atom for her.
CASHIER/WISDOM
Can I interest you in our no# 4 value meal, ma’am?
SISTA
No, thank you, but I would like to spend those dreams I put under my mattress, I would
like the world full-of-love my man promised me,
that trunk full of child-support and man-to-son one-on-one he owes me
that swing set in the back yard and those Friday foot massages
but arrears is his haven and (she notices Brotha to the right)
I suffer like a cockroach on the tip of scientist’s pin
Honey, I changed my mind
give me an application to
wonderful so I can plant (re-direction)
my feet in the butt of all those players kickin’ game
git that lemon-lime love out my mouth (she wipes mouth with hand)
the aftertaste is attorney’s fees
and I can’t write off the taxes
CASHIER/WISDOMAMA
Ma’am, could you take 2 steps that way? (she points to her left)
SISTA
To my right?
CASHIER/WISDOMMMAAA
Yes, please. (still pointing to where Brotha is waiting)
ON THE THIRD SCENE
Enters the Child. The Child we all want. The Child we all have. A Child to no a parent.
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CASHIER/WISDOM
Hi, little man. Would you like something sweet to save your mind?
CHILD
Uh, nawh? My Mama told me ‘bout taking sweet-no-things from strangers and how
people can corrupt a child if a child don’t watch out for corruption but since I am
the man of the house, now, I’d like a big stake in my future/ the man of the house, then,
that one called sperm donor didn’t come through so me a latch-key-kid waiting for
Our poor two Nitty’s rattle on the door/ hungry for compassion in a deep Barry White voice
I want a sister
another sibling to romp around with to eat cake with and dream tomorrows with
do you have education on the half-shell? can I purchase stocks and bonds in knowledge?
I want to know what it’s like to be a full-course family
wanna know how to plant turnip greens/ mustard greens/ tomatoes like grandma
want to sing to sadness a happy Sunday morning tune like Mama
want a daddy I can call daddy for a daddy reason/ want daddy to rub my head, show his concern
Uh, and I’d like some type of cherrypie jubilee, that’s all/ that[s] all in my head
CASHIERMAMAMAMA
(holds back her tears)
Take 2 steps to the right, little man
Your order waits for consumption/ take in all
the nutrients your pores can handle handle all you can/ eat sunset/ let your life ride
let it ride
let it buck
jerk and buck
If you ever have to gamble gamble on the little house you home in your heart
Take 2 steps into the right/ blank out a new page
& don’t deplete upper tempos
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Sonny Joe was acting very weird after Nana Marie passed. We all knew he was hurting without
Nana Marie, but we later found out that they were still really close, even after their divorce.
Sonny Joe told us Nana and he were going to get back together before she died of a heart attack.
He didn’t know what to do with himself. We didn’t know what to do with him either, so it got
kind of unbearable, really intense, since he would drink.
My older brother Raymond would get upset at him when he’d come over, all out of it,
drunk. I didn’t feel like Raymond though. Sonny Joe was who he was. I wanted to just have my
grandfather and grandmother back, have things the way they used to be.
Looking at this pic of Ray and Sonny Joe in our family’s old living room, when we lived
in Englewood, Illlinois, with all the garish furniture, I always thought about how much alike they
were (how much they looked like each other—I looked like Mama, which also hurt Sonny Joe
because my mother looked just like Nana Marie). I always followed Ray and Sonny Joe around,
wanted to be just like them, no matter how much they fought and embarrassed each other. I just
loved having my family around, dysfunctional or not.
~
There’s a pic of Ray and his friends, the “homeboys” as I tagged them. They were
always together picking on me and letting me know just how young I was compared to them. In
one way it sucked, but I guess it was my rites of passage.
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Introduction
—for Ray
I’m cooking bacon and eggs
and toast with buttered grits on
an October Saturday morning
for my homies who spent the night.
We’re mouthing off ‘bout playing
some street football after breakfast;
gather up the boys from East Lane
Avenue, a good squad. Grandmaster
Flash and The Furious 5 is back
beat, rah, as I pop-n-break, spatula up
chattering bacon, when he enters,
asks me,
“You getting any pussy?”
Silence pulls up a chair, bacon sizzles,
Sonny eats what I have piled on plate,
with toast. Another rah. My three
friends catch their breath, chuckle,
and look for me to confirm. Wwhht
wwhht wwhht, Flash scratchin’ what
pulls at my insides, the bacon is
a high-hat foreground. Sonny,
between smacks, “Had some last
night.”
It’s been eight years since
Grandma Marie went to glory,
left me Marvel Comics, Mama
as matriarch, and Sonny. “Don’t
have to chase that little yellow gal
up and down the street. I can get
you some pussy, let me know.”
My friends snicker at his oral contract. While Mama’s in Puerto Rico
caring ‘bout her sister’s first child,
the dilemma’s at home.
“This Sonny,
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my grandfather, y’all.” He takes
some more bacon and wraps it with
a piece of toast, walks into livingroom. “He’s cool,” my friends say.
I count the pieces of bacon taken
hostage, killed by embarrassment.
More strips sizzle in skillet, shrink
into little bodies of men, of boys
once wwhht wwhht wwhht raw.

Raymond had gone to the Million Man March. And it was the end-all end-all from how he used
to see the world, to how it changed how he would see the world from then on. He tried college,
but dropped out after a month of classes. He later struggled through Ivy Tech. He got a gig at the
University of Chicago as a phlebotomist. Although the MMM was life changing for him, he was
more enthralled with the guy that set up a drumset in the middle of downtown D.C.—just green
and white five gallon plastic drums, and a grocery cart that he used as a cymbal. Ray said, “It
was amazing what this dude was doing with what he had. He had us dancing Malik. I’m serious!
We were dancing to the beats he put down. And this was how he made his living, just playing
music with the essentials, discarded junk. If I could only do something as rich as that, I’d be on
my way.”
Ray is probably why I think like I think, he has been such an influence on me because he
has such a brilliant mind, knows so much more than I will ever know, but he always says, “Malik,
I just can’t sit up in a classroom, man—letting all those so-called profs blow smoke up my butt.
Nah, not me bro.”
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“…until the killing of black men, black mother’s sons,
is as important as the killing of white men,
white mother’s sons,…”
Ella’s Song sung by Sweet Honey in the Rock
—a MillionManMarch poem
they asked why we gathered
in concert we knew gather to mean
a unit/ together/ love what, who, why we
are us/ we answered in griot
drum cadence
d.c. party call
a m-80 boom/ and MARCH the word
on black lips
procession to progress/ naked in one body/ tenacious wings of eagle’s pride
the black ragga muffin in downtown square had no fingers
in his gloves/ made his living playing rhythms
he drummed on 5-gallon green and white plastic containers
used buggy for cymbals/ before the dew dispersed
he culled us together/ seventh day/ inventist
so no bullet shells would lose bullets
the drums a/ gain
the ancestors gyrated and sang out/ breathe the life little ones
God sacrificed us like Jesus 1 million plus for galactic tribunal
the event to recall what we were made of
cuumba cuumba lah so dee lei
we became ourselves and danced
and the helicopters and police could not deter
people in concordance with words born from wind
we wanted no more Rodney Kings, Mumias, or Evers
we wanted no more mothers to lose their voices to tragedy
we wanted each other/ needed the him next to me
that father
that brother
that uncle
that husband to fill in crossroads of HIS-story’s puzzle
puzzle no more at the color of onyx for it is Africa
love amethyst ancestry of those who fought the Portuguese and Dutch
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we wanted today as it can be
tomorrow as it is given
cried loud sorrows for our children’s dreams
we wanted the chains of contamination
the bullets hollow and wild
[“…until the killing of black men, black mother’s sons…”; no stanza break; more]
[“…until the killing of black men, black mother’s sons…”; no stanza break; more]

the bodies lain at random turned into origamic sphinxes
burn lies in sacrifice like Nahuatl tribespeople/ let incarcerated (antilock rainbow makers)
black men to live
black men to breathe
cuumba cuumba lah so dee lei
cuumba cuumba lah so dee lei
breathe the life little ones
breathe the life
accept your light
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One Bullet Can Hold Up The World
I can't remember if my mind bent
to the dark side. That day, that night,
that chill-bump, hair raising, second
a voice screamed his epitaph. Was it rain
or snow when I heard news blurb, read
the headline, got my worst phone call?
Bullets always cost less than the gun…
the life. If singers sing life, Lennon died
twice. No more Beatles, no more Walrus,
no father making clown faces to little boy.
Empty guitar E-string boxes cluttered up
Lennon's old closet. Unplaced notes
wander around, hanging out on street
corners, smoking like cigarettes.
In small light between my dreams, or on
another avenue of my dreams of orange
marmalade, chamomile tea, and hot stench
of strawberry incense, Lennon, Ghandi, and
Kerouac form a jam session, exalting our poor,
our homeless and starving masses of confusion.
Ghandi moans an ancient Tibetan chant used by
Prince Siddhartha. Not having to fast for freedom,
not having to push his small Indian frame to desert
dehydrated fit, not having to prove a point taken
well. Lennon picks up on chant and strums—closes
his eyes in deep pleasure, in a peaceful tranquility
of harmony, without a British invasion, mop-top,
or frenzy of frantic teenage girls yelling in his ears,
throwing his key off. Kerouac leaps far into his
mind, regurgitates life in the mist of living dribble,
fighting between his conservative self and his freespirited id, using magnanimous words with biting
syllables, hoping his karma can cloth frail naked
minds. Three gurus. Eyes shut. In transcendental fit.
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At this point of poem, I saw red—grew dodgy, felt like
Ginsberg when he wrote Kaddish, or Langston traveling
[One Bullet Can Hold Up The World; no stanza break; more]
[One Bullet Can Hold Up The World; no stanza break; more]

to Africa, down Congo. My mind blew up—
a turmoiled cornucopia of spasmodic junk. My reds
and blues mixed like the crayon art of a 2yr old. Ghandi
and Kerouac dissolved in my mad blurb of passion—
fading like sound, distant—the record's end.
Lennon was alone again, laid out on cold concrete,
guitar six inches away from his body. As if
reaching for it, blood-stained and cold, he longed
in contorted abstraction to play just one more note.
I cried him to sleep.
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guitar hero
jimi only wanted his try at manhood, do what God blessed him with,
inhale air like any other creature,
while strumming, plucking, cat’s
guts—did it on left hand side of proper
things. a pain split tips of fingers.
it left most to think he’s not right.
he didn’t want to be king of mountain,
he didn’t want to be a bum in a rut,
jimi just wanted to flow in energy.
inside his body, he fought a civil war
for color, for blood, and for status.
many couldn’t transpose brown skin:
his brownness yelling like a banshee.
his afro, unkempt, blew with wind,
tangled in others’ vices—low self-esteem.
his bandana kept his mind in place,
as promoters faked loyalty for hand jobs,
but his twisted lips meant forever.
jimi knew our hurts, plucked the chords.
he could bend with kick of wah-wah,
get lost in the thrill of freshness.
was he voodoo child of papa legba?
did he make deal with baron carrefour
to play his axe like a mad scientist;
to create his career bending sound;
to isolate himself on stage; lug our load,
have rhythm section fade—be witnesses?
band mates experienced him too, right?
virtuoso not feeling himself a vocalist.
he had verbs to play and lyrics to live.
with fire, teeth, and body electricity
jimi was a glitch to white folks,
not black enough for black folks—
hooked us in with juicy sideshows.
he had to wow it in us ‘til we heard,
a seventeen year-old boy soldier was
always a seventeen-year-old boy.
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[guitar hero; stanza break; more]
[guitar hero; stanza break; more]

he’d curl his lips, and with eyes wide
shut, imploded all explanations for
our castles made of sand. he’d go to
the depths for us, were he would lose
his breath, but always made it back
alive, funky, full. but the last time
was the last time. God got jimi this
gig—upstate, with gabriel ‘cause jimi
strummed secrets to the tree of life.

Chorus/sponding
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—(Sonny Joe writes to Nana Marie)
Dear Daughter of the ah,
I want you to be a/ touch, a/ kiss, or some bouncing lyric painting walls
inside my head. I am on the fence casting lines—fishing like Muslim
on street corner catching voices—the choke from cigarettes, the salsa
in the belch. I am recalling how your hair parted when you opened up to ah.
I want all ahs your body oscillates—the black and white photography
inside your head, hung in defiance of blues but accepting of brown-eyes
on the living room walls next to Dali and Rousseau. Are you a/ believer?
Do you want to suggest a/ belief? Please respond in knowing
that I am never silent in the night. I have passion—children who lean
to hear my voice on their necks—a Lennon chord to push them a/ head.
I am no longer lunatic to the ditches of regret. I want the hurt in your kiss—to
inhale what is a/ snow blow a/ way. If you have constance reply to the immediate
but do not offer suggestions. Your gazer. My carambola—my Asterias ruben.
Please allow my sigh/ Signed: Flow of Being
Ka-chew Flow of Being,
No illusion can come from this body. I am Focus of Daylight. Bring to me
your children and I will caress their ears with vowels and harmony. Lost ahs
caught in my throat transport to coral whispers, a tone I blow to hear. Flight beyond orgasm—
you are my Mardi Gras, the stasis in my action. Come and come
and come. You can not be neutral to my Aria. I am luculent.
I am one who believes.
I too want your hand on my forehead to remember how we are uno
and dos to the/ touch, the/ kiss, the/ music that meets to dance
when we are together. You must understand my ululation is decree.
I will not bend to a force or a harshness: I do not like the/ salt in drama.
Can you handle the/ wind outside the/ bottle?

My hair is loose,
tied to Mama’s words that I am not worthless but worth each breath you own.
Respond to the/ string of G—how I pluck your rhythm and stroke at hard
colors on this canvas. I want poetry for you. I want a Masterpiece
in return. Return what is waiting. This is my moan in motion.
Signed: An ah for lumination

Nana Marie sat on Sonny Joe’s lap. She was hugging all up on him. They sat at an old picnic
table. When I looked at their hands, hers were interlocked around his shoulders. He looked so
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happy. The pic was taken after they got divorced. I had forgotten about it. I put it in a wooden
frame on my dorm wall above my bed.

the emerald in jade eyes
—Nana hugging on Sonny Joe
U are gut music in the slave’s song
the comfortable stretch of day
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the length and pause to night
Brown stone-cold chocolate Hershey mama
deep, rich, liptastic throw down,
a missed home, pain to my groin
Parliament’s funky freak of the week
suckle-honey-pop-drop beast
snug ring around my finger
Not just love, it’s your headaches, cramps, doubts—your murmurs, sighs, and moans
U are the water wet with raindrop passion
a naked body full of thought
the belly’s mind deeply noted in growth
U sparkle, sparkle-lady saxophone,
brown-eyed daughter of Isis
hot touch finger soother
U are backbeat baseline in my head’s rhythm
brisk wind that moves blood to erect life
cool perfumed ambrosia of thirst
Let’s be one house in our house, let’s make a home for our dreams
Two moons circling my solar plexus
mother of midnight’s laughter
joy of the orgasm’s nucleus
Flashing blue light thundering outside my window
in darkness U are my General Electric
U hold me pure to many sanities
U are the cherry dark flower stem, budding,
the stretching sound in a geranium’s neck
the slight motion of a boat on still water
I want you in slices, like cake or pie, like sustenance and tomorrows
I am his spit, U are Coltrane’s reed
the first note before a song begins
the melody in the bars of the mind
U are crackhead jonesin’ for celestial pipe
the fire that sizzles the rock
inhaled orgasm, exhaled love
U are the suck of bulbous bottom lip
many words without an origin
my first breath to this verve
In the Surveillance of the Dancer
—Sonny Joe and Nana in Africa
I know the dancer
and in her eyes balance is comfort
rehearsal is religion
and music is Mama’s voice of alacrity
This leads her to extreme fluctuations
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bends
arcs
kicks
drums make her stomp
drums make her stomp
Dunham and Ailey are her teachers of African mantra
and drums make stomp
She wears no veil
She is Black to her heart
She is struggle in her countenance
She is two ways to be
stretching out history’s abyss
she accentuates light
3 times itself gravitating moon
over Sierra Leone’ s Freetown/ on languid summer night
I know a child of God
Angel whose dreams secure morning
I know her in subtle surveillance
pirouette that counters black men’s deathrow sentences
pirouette for those far away pyramids to emerge like dreams in Harlem baby minds
drum/ gungA/ stomp
conga-baby-sweet-milk-reverb
breathe in pain to passion
it’s Mama’s voice intoxicating her desire
her war is with perfection
and God delights in the little battles/ she battles
I know her broadstrokes/ sacrifices
aches

sores
I can inhale her sexuality there is lilt
The sweat from the 1st generation of slaves
In her smile nations collapse
In ornate halls of Egyptian palace she is embodiment Cleopatra envies
kA gungA bump
and the beat goes on
6/8 rhythm brush of sand
on her naked feet
kA gungA bump
in African desert she is gazelle
she is lioness in concrete jungle
eating up confederate flags
her face contorts/ truth is truth
she is rainbow without earth’s pedestal taking all innocence to scream
Holler/ Don’t give up
—Malik’s thoughts
Holler/ like a bastard child for it’s father
Holler/ a voice in a dark hole, unseen, a solitary soul
about to crack its shell
Holler/ trapped by hunters, an animal, bursting w/ pain—
night eyes facing gun barrel
Holler/ mother to child, avoiding death, playing in violent
traffic as angry drivers speed off
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Holler/ brother to sister, sister to brother, siblings w/
heated tempers/ rivals dancing w/ tradition
In confusion, holler
In suffering, holler
In isolation, holler
In those few good moments/ holler
Holler before the stones from the crowd hit you
Holler when breath is not there
when the bulging, erect, veins in
your neck and forehead say scream, my friend, holler
Holler to holler
Holler be-cause you hollered
Holler when hollering
Holler in the madness
Holler in mangy night
Never scream/ holler
Holler for sa-nity/ for insanity/ for clarity/ for chaos
Holler a week before the death takes your father,
a year before your mother
Don’t disengage w/out hollering
Don’t drop completely w/out hollering
Don’t succumb a collapsed soul unless you holler
Holler mute voice, ASL your loud mouth clarity
Holler decrepit, broke down, Korean mother for American GI
Holler when the leaves leave the trees naked
‘cause it’s coming
IF YOU ALL CANNOT HEAR ME, HOLLER!
Never holler on a full moon, you can lose your voice forever
Holler madness child
Holler damnation baby
Holler crumbled hypocrisy
Holler 6 hollers times 9
Holler seven to the fifth power
Holler CRAZY/ INSANE psychiatrist
Holler mad dog/ mad animal control driver
Holler life pro-choicer/ holler life pro-lifer
Holler Blacker/ Whiter/ Yellower/ Redder/ Browner
Holler friends, Romans, countrymen
Holler before the whistle, before the bomb splits ground, again
[Holler/Don’t give up; no stanza break; more]
[Holler/Don’t give up; no stanza break; more]

Holler magnificent, spectacular, thing called life
Holler to pop ears clear of sound’s barrier
Holler daily, a quarter ‘til five
Holler many curses and damnations
Don’t curse when the temperature percolates
Don’t combust into torrid silences
Let us holler tonight and careen coherent beauty today
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Unspoken Love
—Nana’s Memphis house
I don’t identify w/ picket fences of white
Stationwagons,
one boy/
one girl/
one dog/
one cat
How insane to fall for brainwashed imagery
My home lingers
Bordering from continent to continent
Black panthers, unleashed,
Roam my livingroom
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Nappy-headed, black, children run towards wisdom’s feet
Chasing their elders into a cultivated backyard
Children, taught to dred and cornrow
On her throne,
True in essence,
free from pseudo beauty
beaming in richness of sisterhood
NO vogue/ NO penthouse/ NO cosmopolitan
Free of pseudo beauty
My queen smiles in her domain
Mrs. Ebony, lighting up every room, so we save on electricity
bills
and heat bills
Her smile means more babies, more hopes tomorrow
Unspoken is love, it tugs on our shirttails
No need to talk about it when it blossoms
Like the lotus, we remain grateful
We let it be

Solution; Coming to a Conclusion
I travel on a train
Different stations
Different cities
Different people
A window looking into foggy existence
Trusting the engineer to get me on destiny's doorstep
Rails screeching; hot iron brakes
Da doom doomp
Da doom doomp
Echoes miles and miles
Echoes
Echoes
Da doom doomp
Da doom doomp
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Conversations in little boxcars
Conversations in passageways
Light voices of air
Jumping softly on wind
Novels in seats
Magazines in seats
Newspapers in seats
Passing time
Sharing words in many forms
Sleeping
Resting
Countryside speeding
Blaring pass like seconds
Da doom doomp
Da doom doomp
Strangers
Looking out the corners of their eyes
Couples
Singles
Women
Men
Children
Scared to invite company
Scared to engage
To ignite a spark
Strangers
Alone
Together
Sharing idleness
Unbearable
Loneliness
Da doom doomp Da doom doomp
Then, rails screeching; hot iron brakes
Aunt Jonnie was stretching out in one pic on a track of newly laid out black asphalt. The wind
was pushing her afro to the left. In another pic, she had her hands on her sides, thumbs at the
front of her midsection, trying to get her breath after the 200 meters. It looked like she’s doing a
chicken stance. There’s so much strength in her face. I wondered what she was thinking, what
was going on in that head of hers. She was so intense.
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The Runner’s Spirit
Long, brown, legs stretch out
like scissors, cutting wind,
trying to gain ground,
going around in circles:
pantin’, huffing, and puffing.
The brown figure in shorts reaches
her moment. Her smooth light-brown,
cocoa, face glistens. Bullets of sweat
begin to race from her afro. She wipes
away the sweat like a yesterday. Butt
and legs tired, she sits on asphalt track.
The cool wind plays games with her ’fro.
She closes her eyes, thinks of home:
wonders where she must go,
ponders how she must leave.
The wind chills bumps into armies
who invade her legs. The sweat on her
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back becomes a cold moist, the sun descends
into a blue autumn. She rises, takes a deep
breath and begins her last lap, stronger than
she knows. Pride runs along side of
her, smiling in its accomplishment.

Watermelon Mama
—Sonny Joe’s style
Watermelon mama,
The way you eat that fruit.
Watermelon mama,
You look so damn cute.
Watermelon mama,
Your lips are drenched in its juice.
Watermelon mama,
Can I lick the juice off you?
Watermelon mama,
One kiss is all I need.
Watermelon mama,
Show me how to spit out the seeds.
Watermelon mama,
The sun is high and bright,
Watermelon mama,
Can I be your Watermelon man tonight?
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Graveyard Kissing
—trying to be Sonny Joe Boy
We held the girls’ hands, ran
in step with them, and stepped
with concern for sacred ground,
between the gated fence, into orifice
of the graveyard. We walked under
the sign of that Some-named-graveyard.
Three couples. T-Bob, his girlfriend—
Sam and his—me and Karen. Back then,
girls kept up when we devoted our candy
money and day to them. We were excited
by their brown bowlegs, the smell of crown
royal pigtails, and their pink or aqua green
short suits. We took them with us to raid
two peach trees in the back of the graveyard.
That was the lie we put on table. We’d wipe
peaches on our shirts, and didn’t mind smudges
caused by action. We gave them unripe peaches
with a gentleman’s touch. Karen always wore
white gym shoes and little socks with dangling
balls accenting color of her shorts. Trimmings
bloomed. Little boys loved them. Especially
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the lip gloss sweating their lips with cherry,
orange, or strawberry. We leaned on backs
of tombstones, put our weigh against girls.
Karen would take gum out of her mouth.
She gave me hard-ons. We practiced
and practiced kissing in the graveyard
like grown ups. Later, us boys would
hesitate in stride, let girlfriends
giggle ahead of us, see them
walk into spider webs—do
hop dance of the living.

cool/ bad/ funky. in/ step to vibe
—for James Brown
back when
in that camelwalk
stacks
with maceo & bootsy
under foot
plucking feathers
lifted me 3 inches/ higher
backup brothers on
head topped
I got-yo-back time
afro 6 inches more/ hot comb burn
his pulse on world
the style
superbad soulbrother no #1
profile
doing it to death
pose down
‘cause it’s the big payback
bellbottoms
unification of this nation on our streets
James said
for the babies, say it loud
“git on tha
“I’m black and I’m proud,” he said
good foot, heyyyy”
we said, godfather
this when it started
I’m black and I’m proud
my funk
even heard some white folks shout it out
edu-ma-ka-tion
“good God
papa had brand new
on the good foot, heyyyy”
bag, I wanted
then him funk got dirty down
bud inside
straight cold backlash funk
happy feelings
in mexico city, we hurt, then
a happy soul
john and tommie/ ’68 olympics
on happy pride
black fists in air
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this, after duke
and nights in tanzania
still in dizzy/ miles era
before uphill/ sugarhill gangs
run/ dmc/ jammasterjay
biggy and tupac vibes
funk James
the fatback/ in music
in collard-greens/ the stank
the muscle in black power
black pride
black life/ amethyst love
in his crazy camelwalk

wanting to camelwalk
wanting to get on good foots
exorcise dirge/ degradation
let world see amethyst mountains
that hurt to camelwalk
but James preached, then/
prophecy ‘bout
black love/ pride
amethyst love
so they held back
initiated/ erected/ copp’d
a gangsta lean
wishing diamond in back
instead, power fists in air
played it cool
but steel funky, enough

~Session Three~
Some of my pics of my crazy friends, Roxy, Detrick, Sam, CJ, T-Bob, Fred and Tulip, take me
right back to the moment that they were taken, the places we lived in Chi-town, the playground
we played on, the music we listened to. Roxy loved Salsa, funk, r&b, and rap. And CJ, he was a
dancing fool. The boy thought he was better than Usher. I’m the only one better than Usher,
“Malik the streak. Always unique.” Yeah, it still sounded whack. We loved everything and
listened to WGCI, WJPC, KISS FM (WKSC), WBBM, WNUA, and WOJO. As much as we
loved the obvious we also loved Vinx, Amos Lee, Cat Power, Raúl Midón, The Shins, The Roots,
and Danny Elfman’s scores for Tim Burton movies.
My Lord, the clothes we wore, we thought were so cool—you couldn’t tell us nothing.
We had it going on. This was probably the only solace I had because I missed my gang of misfits
so much by being so far away. How a picture worked was amazing, placing inside me another
picture that I can carry with me forever. And really, that’s all any of us have.
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Sam, CJ, T-Bob, and Tulip were still doing their hustles from the emails and texts I got. I
tripped out on the pic of Tulip, T-Bob, and me at the Mary J. Blige concert we went to before I
left to come to Cal State. It seemed like another lifetime.
On the other hand, some of the pics brought back a lot of pain. We lost Roxy to a drunk
driver—lost CJ’s brother, Lamont, to a misaimed bullet—lost Fred to his jealous girlfriend, and
Tulip’s younger sister, Tammy, to juvenile diabetes. Detrick was a hard lost as well. I never
understood how someone only seventeen, with one more year of high school, died of a failing
heart. He should be at college with me. Roxy should be here with me, with all that talent. That
girl could sing her butt off. She could Salsa like no other.
Everyone was smiling in our pic in Hyde Park, the one day we ditched school to drive in
Tulip’s mother’s new Cadillac. Man, we had so much fun that day. I really loved that picture.
We were all so young and dumb about life, what we thought we knew, and what we knew we
didn’t know.
There was one thing that I did know. I had known death as much as I had known life. It
was somewhere right around the corner waiting for my butt to walk into his path. I have always
felt like Death had jacked me for what was so precious to me—family, friends, my loved ones.
Death and me, well…we’ve been unlikely friends. When I lost Nana Marie and Sonny Joe, I
thought I wouldn’t be able to rebound. I was in a funk for about six months. Mama thought
about having me admitted to a psychiatrist, but Dad and Ray were against it. They said I didn’t
need any psychiatrist, said that it was a part of life, and I had to deal with it. I think it was just
my father’s pride again.
Nonetheless, my friends got me through it, got me out of the house. Sam kept me up all
night drinking hot beer. I was sick as hell the next day. But he went with me to the graveyard.
The rest of the gang came after they got out of school, and we stayed there until it got dark again.
This was where we became dreamist—dreamers and realists. A huge oxymoron. Just another
stupid neologism I came up with, but they liked it, so it stuck.
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Man, my Dad was pissed. Mama sent Ray to find me. I was still crying when he got
there. He just put me on his shoulder and took me to the car. My parents didn’t say a thing when
Ray brought me in the house in his arms. I was knocked out. I smelt like stale beer and
underarms. I don’t know what they said or did. The next day Dad cooked one of his Big
Breakfast’s: grits, eggs, toast, bacon, pancakes and fruit. I was starved, funky, as well as scared
when I came in for breakfast. Dad sternly patted the back of my head. Mama gave me a kiss.
Ray just looked at me and winked. I never found out what Ray did. Mama told me to take a
shower. I got my grub on, took a shower, and had the best sleep ever. Man, I missed Dad’s food.
I knew God had blessed me. If it were not for my family (not all the time good, but like
they say, you can’t choose your family), and my Huber-crazy friends, I would have jumped off of
the Sears Tower a long time ago.
My Girl, Constellation
—for Roxy
Her name is caliente beso de Roxanna,
child of the sun, giggle in moon’s throat,
a shake of head so no meteors hit the earth—
hair conditioned by her fast affirmations
Okay! Alright! Yeah! Her moon glow cheeks
echo name through galaxy. Speak galaxies
into glow, burn the incense of Saturn’s dust
on our heads so you can do your soft shoe
of You need to get your act together, humh.
Hope and burn. Burn to hope, reaching
for the shake in your attitude—a walk
with no shame, just friction and prayer,
put in the sky for us weak and in need
of glitter. We don’t light like you bloom,
so we Burn! Burn! Burn! Now,
you got roof on fire, party off the hook,
twinkle twinkle but no petty star. You
are caliente besos, caliente besos, sparks
from firmament like in the creation. Oh,
in the 3rd quadrant your head’s bouncing,
grooving, con su hija, la poesía,
con su hija, la poesía,
con su hija, la poesía.
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Hey Detrick
—in memory of Detrick
Detrick?
Why don't we laugh anymore?
Why do loud flowers scare me?
Mountains,
They move,
So slowly that no one can see them.
They are in the next state.
That state of mind that blinds thought.
Detrick?
Rivers look like fog.
Maybe the world's upside down,
We should walk on the sky,
While the waters rage full motion in
Tranquil silence above our domes.
Peace smells so much like fresh soil.
The smell of earth opened, gutted, exPosed—only for a brief minute.
Then, men, refill the holes and pat
Them down.
Detrick?
Smiles are so fake.
Big teeth gritting at me like hungry
Foxes.
Babies don't have teeth.
Babies spit up mosaic murals then
Smile.
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I like babies.
Hey Detrick?
I like babies.

Lamont was engaged and going into the Army. He was leaving the next day for basic training. A
drive-by and a bullet took it all away. CJ found him splayed out on the ground in blood, in front
of their house.
The last time I saw Lamont, he went out with CJ and me. CJ was driving, and I was in
the passenger seat. I looked back, and Lamont was all nervous, trying to be cool like his big
brother, CJ. Ole boy was truly one of us…always will be.
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Lil’ Bro’ham
Denim jean boy
outlined in too toughness.
Street runner
in Chicago suburbs.
A cool breeze brush
stroking your individuality on our minds
with a textured, rough, softness.
Specs of Detroit Red,
specs of Cassius Clay,
specs of Mama Moses/
parts of your whole raiment.
Like terrain of earth it took us
time to understand your vibe—
how you excavate life. Tom Tom
Boy, drumbeat rhythmic, snare
drum-in-stride-strutter.
We tried to speed bump your thang—slow you
down to a murmur, didn’t see you fight
for each morsel. You had to be
rooster, the strong cock.
We covered our ears at your blasting
beauty. You were first to the morning
tugging us to picture dawn.
Now, without your crackle, we are dim,
dismal, trophies waiting to be awarded
a soul, waiting for your screech to crush
our ears with due drops;
to give us lucid loudness
in our silent cravings/ running
those streets in denim yesterdays.
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Tammy was my little girlfriend. She had the biggest crush on me. And in a weird way, I had one
on her. She made me want to be a little boy again. She made me want to run up and down the
streets, only worrying about playing kickball, tag, and eating Now & Laters. She would sit on the
stoop with us, in my lap, rubbing the back of my nappy head, redirecting the waves I had teased
to go to the front, mussing up what I had worked on all day. She was the only one who could do
that other than my Moms. She got all my spare change to have in case she wanted to get some
chips or a Pepsi. I would tell her that she didn’t have to worry about those little boys who liked
her, or were her boyfriends. She would let me inspect them, check them out. I saw to it that they
were worth anything. I always said they weren’t. She agreed, and told me that I was still hers,
before kissing me on the cheek.
It was weird to go to Tulip’s Mom’s house and not have Tammy come running out to
greet me, give me her hugs. I don’t know if she was jealous of Tulip, even though Tulip and I
were just tight, but she would always say, “Malik is mines!” If I could have anything, I would
want her saying that to me again. Her seventh grade pictures that she took in middle school are
the last ones I have of her, except for those of her in the casket.
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Dreams of Tammy
Another walk down East Lane Avenue,
Round the corners of familiarity,
A kiss from a brisk wind took me on,
Brought me to you on its breeze.
Something of you reached beyond millennium
Like an outer space passionflower.
You kissed the sun of me with your smile,
Those big baby-cheeks of brown sugar
Sweetens my disposition when I think you.
When I think you I am reborn,
I am free from shackles,
I own my own me—
Naked to the world I leave like I came.
You gave me many starts, but
We never got time to finish. So it is
You in my head like a passenger
Hitchhiking to a state of renewal,
Something above bliss and pain,
The way cartoons make children real.
I am real now because of you;
I am alive now that you are beyond life.
It is some strange meal I had to digest,
Something in the smiles you fed me
Drew current to river and snaked down
The tunnel I was scared to enter. To take part
Of this without you…here…I have you more.
A bud of rose reclaims the earth it is part of.
And of you, I am part of all things dead and alive.
Many paint your picture without color,
Without your dimples dipped in rainbows,
But you are the green brussels sprout of intrigue,
Kaleidoscope flavored passion-fruit
Dangling on the rooted tree of promise.
I walk to your orchard, concrete streets of hope,
Paving my way through bulbous tears
That droop off leaves of lotus rouged cheeks.
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Fred
I need to demystify
your six-one frame, ditch
in chin, female pulsing dimples—
noticeable enough, but offset to how
life offers too little breaths.
You had the fragments, the goods,
friends were made of. A fineness
in white sweaty headband—the way
you chewed gum—that bounce of impulse.
I loved you man-to-man in one-on-one
games we played ‘til we couldn’t see
basketball under the skirt of midnight.
I wanted your genetics—jump-shotconfidence—times your raised eyebrow
showed doubt, but you never ran to hide.
And when you’d piss me off, tighten my bowstrings,
rubbed my niceness against grain, it did not bruise
the foundation we created, the half smile
you affixed to my aorta from first day
we clicked. Could use that loot in my repertoire.
How could you be a friend? Would a lily
excrete blood for another lily? Fred—
big brother that came late in life,
pushed down concrete curb—a piece
of paper, no weight of your own—
as you went to stay you never left.
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Today’s My Funeral, Mama
—Malik’s eulogy
If it is
the color and time
let Savion Glover soft shoe his dance
on my coffin. Let his brown arms wave
wildly, let him palpitate from the heat
of motion—the inner drum of Africa sounding off
within him. Let the closet poet expose privates—
a bloated mouth rooted in words,
words that breathe air in breathless night,
words that kick death’s butt, words that
hold you close, sit down, curse,
and fraternize with you, to burst above
our illusion of happiness.
My dead lips quake
to envision a baby’s sticky birth. I
dance with him. For one day
the silver trumpet player blows. Dizzy
notes fill ears, air, and lungs with life
yellow, hot, and burning. We dance
together on concrete barrios, ghettos, and kick
up dust. And Glover taps mad
contortions, shoes blazing crystal sparks,
afro aglow like the sun’s smile,
as little girls jump double-dutch on my
spilled ashes, kicking up musty dust, stomping
me deeper into the earth, ‘cause God gave rhythm
on a rainy day. Nightcrawlers erect themselves
to the surface to breathe air. They dodge raindrop bombs—plowed into soil, rich—fertilized
souls, planted memories decomposed,
to spawn beyond clear black thoughts.
But if it is the time
the cardiac arrest wrestles down
my last breath or cancer
condones a jagged planet to grow
in my partying prostate, before I bend
to the acute kick of appendicitis, keep
a word of mine in your jean pocket
next to your generic cigs or spearmint gum.
And when you indulge in the flavor
that salivates consciousness,
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eat a word while in stride,
swing it with me, ba-by;
swing it with me.
~Session Four~
We were getting ready for the high school talent show, when the principle announced on the
intercom that these dudes, who were broke looking Tupac wannabes, had been busted in a heist
trying to raise money to get to an audition that Diddy was having for Making the Band. They all
had one of Tupac’s signature looks: a bandanna, ball-headed, one with a nose stud, and the other
dude, I could never figure out what Tupac look he was representing. He looked more like too
broke than Tupac. They held up a credit union, and got caught four blocks away. Actually, they
were not that bad, as a rap group, but all they did was pose like they were gangstas. All of them
where from the Heights, and their parents had good jobs. P-O-S-E-R-S! Who calls themselves
“Four Tupac” anyway? That was so lame. Yeah, it had a double meaning, but come on man!
For real!
I can’t believe Fred actually hung out with them when we were freshmen. He said he had
to stop because all they talked about was making it big in the rap game by any means necessary,
but they had no vision. Fred said he told them that they were silly, just frauds, and didn’t have
what they needed to make it to the next level. They didn’t like that. They stomped Fred into the
ground, beat him black and blue and a little purple. Tulip went straight off and hit the one named
Bean in the head with her high heeled shoe. This was the one that thought he was the leader. He
wore the bandannas. He was about to hit Tulip when CJ lit his butt up. Oh, that was so funny.
We were sore for a week after that fight.
~
It was night. I laid on top of my bed in my dorm, watching the shadows play on the wall,
smelling hibiscus and Chinese food snap at my nose. For some reason, I recalled when Sam ran
away from his home in Englewood. I couldn’t believe he ran away. I couldn’t believe the life he
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had; yet, he was the one who kept me sane. It’s strange when I think about him now; it seems
like it was a millennia ago. Then again, it was.
I had been trying to revise some poems from that time about all the mess I mentioned
above. The poems weren’t going anywhere. I looked at some photos I found in a photo envelope
from Walgreens. Man, they had all of us in some crazy fashions, and in some crazy hair styles:
from afro puffs to braids to Mohawks, and Roxy with some funky funky ponytails going all over
the place. We definitely had our own styles. I do recall a lot of people looking up to us, or was it
down at us? It didn’t matter. We were all that and a bag of hot Cheetos baby. We didn’t let
anybody define us. We defined us. We defined them. We were straight out of this new thing
called thinking for ourselves. Dreamists rule! Crazy!
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young bucks want the glam life
young bucks come up in hard times dreamin those streetlight dreams
wanna bump heads in those 15-tuh-life boardwalk snags,
floss that ganks a brotha to lose his mind in 6/8 time no time for Top-40
my doggs hungry, dream to be Tupacs, long to be Biggys
young bucks crave it overnite
crave the big bank for pubescent hard ons
don’t realify Jay-Z, Dr. Dre, Eminem in a rap game
thespians with ripe lyrics,
but young bucks all up in rapper’s grilles in them rap fictions
as if they hard core slangin gangstas
magnetized to the ills of MTV/BET/CNN
young bucks don’t realify record company’s infectious
greed-ology/ tentacles & clamps
makin dough-rey-me hand-over-fist for butt bumpin, fingerlickingood, videos
pumpin Jim Jones’ redkoolaid/ killinblackkidssnaggedbywhowantstobemillionaires
disseminatin black dreams through record company lies
& blacks regret slippin in the middle of white spittle,
so young bucks buck
young bucks want that glam life chromed out or gold kitted w/ cellular connections
they think they s’pose to call girls B’s & H’s want to be roughnecks
they dismiss daughters of diaspora for the BlingBling
don’t see
they have lotus blossoms at close range can’t see passed circumstances
don’t see phat rats got sticky cheese & poison
will sell all souls at 1st crossroad
where they set traps for young black naps to get shaved & combed out
so don’t believe all they sleaze to you, young bucks, don’t Section-8 yo riches
don’t believe all you read unless you read it twice, my brothas
once in black
once in white
& then again between
those bone, hard, white e-black-ulations
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Ray had a friend named Blueboy, and they were tight. They loved to listen to jazz because they
played it a lot. Ray had played the sax. Blueboy played the trumpet and organ. They had a band
for a minute, but it all went to crap. I really can’t remember why.
Ray wrote poetry too; he loved the Black Arts Movement, the Beats, Neruda, also Rilke.
He even wrote a manuscript that I would sneak and read. I think he knew I did it. I think I was
the only one he let see his poetry. He was so protective of all of his art. I like to think I gave his
poetry some legitimacy by me reading it. But, I don’t know. He could do anything with his
talented butt.
I have this pic of Ray and Blueboy at Blueboy’s mother’s house, in the kitchen. That
wall was in the picture that Ray told me about.

Blueboy the philosopher
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Blue and I sat, talked crap about crap at his Mama’s house, at her three-piece
kitchen table. He stuffed an empty cigar husk with weed. Grover Washington’s
“Masterpiece” played on a Kenwood. Jazz was spare change in our lives, always
there in the lint. Blue jacked my jaw about the government’s minimization of defense,
the layoffs at GM, tax hikes, and capitalistic pickpockets. He put the blunt between
his lips, toked it quick, a sharp pull that let the smoke soak his lungs. He was stingy
with it, didn’t want to let smoke out—offered me a hit. Smoke did the seductive dance
it does in Hollywood bedrooms. I don’t put things in my mouth and light fire to them,
so I laughed. He did his laugh and asked was I still scribbling down syllables on toilet
paper, was I still indulging myself to suffer to promote a futile art form. “Poets are crazy,
man. Poets put their heads in gas ovens, are prostitutes so that their sweet words get them
paid. And if they go public, get cut, edited by some uptight editor that don’t get their vibe,
they are elated. I don’t get it” Blue toked his blunt and pointed to the red and pink
spots his Mama never got clean on the walls, in that lost sky above their sink—his father’s
blood streaked memories of an autumn drive-by. “Pop’s blood must’ve hit the walls
at 100-miles an hour. That’s why the red splotches spiral and can’t be removed.”
he released. “It’s like the hourly working at the plant, they will not be moved. They are
just pink slips owned to be discarded.” Verbiage of his matrix about leaving crack alone,
I heard, again. And he would tell me, again, not to get addicted to hell, yet. It would
crack my face and I should remain a good boy. Blue smiled—his hurt fenced in by some
mad orthodontist. Magic loomed close by and kept me riveted as the sun delayed on
the horizon—sky blue hands pushed the orange orb into the earth, hazy, pencil-like,
streaks loitered lustrously through the blinds of the kitchen window. Grover’s “Black
Frost” meshed Blueboy’s bustling actions...toking/ smoke/ sax…toking/ smoke/ sax…
smoke/ sax/ toke…sax/ toke/ smoke…toking/ smoke/ sax…a stale hazy brilliance sat by
the blinds and smoke levitated, looped, and flicked Blue’s aspirations. We had no more
to say. I left through the side door and my hair, my jacket, and my clothes reeked of
burnt chronic leaves. Grover stayed in my head humming his cerebral chant. Madness—
gift-wrapped blue swirls in red and pink kitchen horror. A low/ high was my contact
to a mother-bird’s egg that broke from a fall to never become a breath or his dream.

They ain’t rappin’ acrylics
He will bootleg and run numbers and sell chronic in the streets to his home boys,
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acquaintances, and uncles. He will buy Jordan’s for his baby girl and her Mama,
work it all night so boo’ll have drop-top-sixteen-switched ride to go to the store
and over to MamaNdemhouse, to get her groove on at Lexxy’s. He will never
sleep because he has to watch his back and watch the back of everyone he loves.
And although he’s the ish at drawing charcoaled renditions of the Indiana Dunes
he knows South Bend’s hell and he won’t move because this madness got him on lock.
He never went to Chi, on field trip to Museum of Science and Industry, or Field
Museum to see any art, and don’t know stank about Ernest Butts, Jr. or Jacob
Lawrence because Snoop Dogg ain’t rapping acrylics, and his woman only brushes it
on her nails, which are tight, and hip, and high dollar. He will never know the doodles
he doodles are pyramids incubating, so he’s out there making cash, sitting low on dubs,
when he could be high, long into brilliant night, looking at breasts he stroked with his
two hands. His gift would love him even though he got bills to pay. He will always
have bills to pay. But he’d have real love, the kind that burns a smile into the gut,
then, transfers it to the mouth by osmosis. But streets whisper pagan promises
in his gold ears, play him close, and make him cheese, hand over feats.

It takes a war to understand foolish
—for Sam
The crystal star did 1000 somersaults,
made magnificent light, played hypnotic
in my eyes. He threw jagged Pepsi bottle
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bottom at only hole in fence. I must go
through that hole, escape from his urban shrapnel, for my smallness—hiding from my
insult, Yo’ Mama. I dumb. He smart. Still
have mark of that hesitation, a slight stupidity
on my right shoulder. My mind at that age
had not the experience to maneuver, expect
my mean words could brand him. The same
mother I burned with my hot tongue, bombed
with my air assault of holy presence, took her
watered wrinkly-beaten soft hands, and balmed
the madness from me, after slapping me upside my cranium. He was whooped. In hollow
gash she put icky gook of salve, where keloid
lives—a balm painting in curing booms.

When Love Ones Attack
—for Tulip’s Mom
“I wish you mind your own business!”
flicks out her mouth like a coral snake’s
tongue that searches for fresh air in seethe.
She didn’t want to be sharp with me—
side kick snap to my groin,
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be reluctant to my hug and kiss.
She’s full of reluctance, a ponder gone wild.
Doctors say she’s lost touch with reality.
I wonder is real real anymore.
So, to take her to the movies,
to buy Liz Claiborne at fifty bucks,
or to make that Devil’s Food Cake
along side sweaty glass of ice cubed milk
will not slither her free to surface.
She’s in need of air, and absence is her voice.
She’s lost inside mind—a room of strange wars.
There is nothing I can do but watch
her thrashes and gasps and reaches
to get back into a wetness—this life.
And her answers to my questions
are pushes away from soft suffocation, loss,
purpose. She is dying dying and dying—
eyes big and black and marble, gills
choking for the pink sting of clean air.

Orphan (Home Alone)
—for Sam
Ain’t we lucky we got ‘em
temporary layoffs
Ain’t we lucky we got ‘em
easy credit rip-offs
Ain’t we lucky we got ‘em
good times with bad company
dem down-home, chittlin’ grown, blues
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bound in unanswered prayers
The child says, “That’s my mama on top
of some John, boning.” She earnin’,
child learnin’, the job market—bottomline
Him Mama don’t stop won’t stop rockin’ crackhouse
Soliciting her vagina/ mouth/ on Pontiac Street,
corner of Crenshaw, or Martin Luther King Drive
Dullard with sweats in Wal-Mart, Meijers, or K-mart
Her butterflies named Cocaina and Morphiniqua
She rides 9pm to 5am
pimpin’ her fiend/ got to git her rock on
it’s doctrine, immediate sugar for seizure
she seizes motherhood for hypodermic hyperbole
In moanin’ he searches
for Mama in ruffled sheets/ she not there
the loud silence of his anger/ she not there
torn pages of recognition/ she, not ‘round
Mama used to say,
take yo’ time young man
Mama used to say,
don’t you rush to git old
Mama used to say,
“You got 20 bucks for a rock, Jr.?”
Her transparent tears clarify external horizons
It’s her voice throbbin’ in his head
Lady singin’ swing-low-to-ground/ accapella whippoorwill
Sista who lost her smile/ a single word
he lost him mama
between high and low tides
so he hustlin’/ workin’ obtuse
angles/ sellin’ morals to git out
adolescent acquiescent to system
of do-onto-others-and-do-it-good
to get some dough/ a drive,
a late drive-by
Jay/ hustler that stole his sun
while on his way to oblique mornin’
[Orphan; no stanza break; more]
[Orphan; no stanza break; more]

tripped up by hook of moon
he wanted to hear relevance murder
sirens and poppoppop pop
flaming nostrils of urine and lilies
shameless attitudes/ the world’s reality
put in his pockets and socks
to get him mama her smile back
ask God for fava/ “look man, I’m on my knees,”
get him out of hell-uh-fied anguish
tearing apart him soul of strong bodies
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Last night, night before
24 coppers at orphan door
He woke up, let them in
killed anger in him mummified soul
relevance
murder
sirens/ poppoppop
He a survival hatchling
by virtue of being a form
He ran ‘til him fall down in
sleeping objects/ recreating mythology—
wheels that have trailed dusty distances
befo’ father loss fight w/ tuberculosis
befo’ pedophile neighbor touched virgin mind
befo’ Mama’s break-up w/ reality
He was a big-hearted, Hershey-kiss, child,
a tornado that draws into it fortitude,
w/ childhood stock in a Willy Wonka World
But welcome back
welcome back
welcome back it’s
what’s happenin’ now
All in the family’s dysfunctional child
A full house
where the family doesn’t matter
Ooo chee chee wha wha a biscuit
A tisket a tasket homeboy
wears the clothes of a guilty man
stained by infection of society’s disease
pulled down by experience
strains on the language of hope
on the human figure’s diminishing stature
no childhood treasures flopped out
other than affliction of him mama’s r e l e v a n c e

~Session Five~
I was getting off of the basketball court when I thought about how heated the conversations
would get when Sonny Joe, my Dad, Ray, and I would watch basketball. It got C-R-A-Z-Y! It
didn’t help that Sonny Joe and Dad were all-city when they were in high school. So this gave
them pub. Ray played a little ball too. I played, but not for school. I thought my high school
coach tried to be like Bobby Knight; he was no Bobby Knight. It made me not want to go out for
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the team. I remember my Dad was hurt by me not playing, but Ray convinced him it was up to
me, so Dad gave in.
Sonny Joe, on the other hand, tried out for the pros, back in the day. He got cut. I
couldn’t believe it at first, but he had all these black and white photos with Wilt Chamberlain and
Dr. J. He was suited up and everything. He said Wilt and The Doc had him all over the court
because of those long arms slapping his shots back in the other direction.
We would crack up! We claimed he didn’t have any game. He’d say, “Where are your
pictures, huh?” We shut right up.
My mother had one of Sonny Joe’s photos copied and put in my photo book. As tired as
she was of hearing about her father trying out for the pros, she always had a twinkle in her eye
when it was brought up. I think she liked it, as long as Sonny Joe didn’t get too braggadocios.
Yeah, as if that could happen.
But if anything brought us together it was the Michael Jordan, Scotty Pippin era. We all
gave it up for Mike, and we all got along in front of the tube watching the Bulls do damage.
Those were good times, especially when we got to go to a game or two.

Julius Erving
—for Dr. J.
Your big afro, a large black
globe, would shake and bake those
checking you. You’d take them to hole
with your long arms and big hands to teach
them break down of endocrine system; grabbed
red, white, and blue ball, for life depended on
black men getting out of government’s flawed
projections. You jumped from free-throw line
to free-throw line and glided on silk from ABA—
landed like platinum in the NBA—a technician
so bad, they called you “The Doctor”; had you in
comic books with Rick Barry, wrote you a song
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like Muhammad Ali’s, put you in The Fish That
Saved Pittsburgh so moviegoers could check out
your slow-mo montage in dress shoes and polyester
slacks. You showed balling is therapeutic; that
a man could float past the backboard into outer
space like The Brown Hornet, matriculate modes
lavender oxidizes in sandals near the Sphinx, chat
chat with neighbors on civil unrest in Mozambique,
smack and gulp down croissants with crazy cool
French women with hairy armpits, let Spanish
nectar of café con leche slide on its butt down
your throat, show how to keep ‘fro tight when
wind and silence slip into the glimmer of grinding;
then, come back around, up under backboard,
finish with a reverse lay-up. Those arms, man.
Those damn long arms—your meditation on
the Septuagint, the Vulgate, and Syriac, your
seismographic buoyancy. Maybe it was the
Converse? I know it was the air you soared in
that got Jordan believing black boys got wings.

Michael Jordan
A hot zephyr blew in from east coast,
crossing breezes with Windy City—
a dunking mad fool. Before precision fade
aways and Cirque du Soleil awe, before
chrome dome, when he Teeny Weenie Afro,
when Sleepy Floyd passed North Carolina
championship, no one visualized it, put prayers
up, but Mike got it stuck in brain how Dr. J.
went freeze-frame from free-throw into deep
space nine, took away velcro young black boys
tear when their mothers dream them traced in
white lines, like how a new mole births
insecurity.
His tongue hung out his mouth
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like he’d bite it off—that’s code for “take this
for not believing in me, those before me, dreams
to come”—jazzing some juke, a Muddy Water
Hoopla, in a zone, a greedy Komodo Dragon.
He rose, the ambient light of God, thirsty for
pious purity, took us to church again and again
and again. In honor we coined him M. Jay,
and he got all high on Spike Lee joints since
we never see two black millionaires cavort.
And what got thick in Mike was a moon full
of spirit, shining its flavor from night beams
into the darkness, in that chunky pot of wisdom:
a nod from hard father, firm pat on firm butt
from teammate, a loud smile from mama, who
taught all indifference (the ingredients) works
together: life’s tricky fierce flavor, come from
a strong stank roux in the gumbo, dorsal dark
line out deveined shrimp, like ocean dark mud
atop oyster, greasy haze on meat under casing
of sausage—gut from what bubbles before so
fresh-so clean. Mike honed all street babies to
reach beyond dank, bleak, varicose concrete of
bland projections, or angry, dirty, mouths who
beat us into self hate; he got us to 5th dimension
to grab smoke-hot, flailing, tail of a marvelous.

Ballin’
Us hip hop babies hit court, are screaming
fireflies under streetlights, night glowing
like B-ballers before us, we are sweating
spirits of the Russells, Dr. Jays, Magics,
Kareems and Jordans, dialectics to show
politics of B-ball’s like golf—make friends,
do deals, make enemies. A hot pass can be
your end or your beginning into the new
tax bracket of glimmer.
We wannabe like
Mike, like Iverson, Kobe or Shaq for sweet
finances, but real B-ball’s therapy, our way
to cope with street life: our walk, talk, mamas
and daddies, junk food—Nikes. B-ball children
need a hoop—a-slip-of-opening shot through
dire mindset of penury, a junkie’s up. If all
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our cares are caught in the dribble it’s too too
hot a handle, we have to rid ourselves of its sin,
we cleanse it, pop net like grandma spitting in
spittoon, hitting her wet shot—call it swish,
call it wisdom, circle of hype, call it bona fide
cataclysmic, call it blue spot in your mind
being formed, instant dream and reality
mend all rifts.
Twelve rookies and-they-mamas
got next since hot boys run court. Tired adage
those who do, do but those who can’t can’t
wait to work new give-and-go, jump-shot, or
mean cross-over they been practicing on all
month, all winter on PlayStation, all year and
every second they got time to think: the playoffs, All-Star Game, the finals, where nothing’s
final. It rides DNA’s helix like cancer. Nobility.
Wickedness. Our dream isn’t the NBA, our
dream’s the justice we do on court, air we tame,
some new way: toll, footstep, lane, out there.

~Session Six~
Back home at our church, I sang in the choir. The choir director was GorDon, and he was
something else. The boy had mad skills with the 88s, and could sing his butt off. And when he
got in the spirit…that was all she wrote.
I never knew about the behind the scenes aspects of hierarchy in the church until I hung
out with him. If I didn’t find out how we worshiped, I found out how we were all hypocrites. I
thought my boy G went through way too much to just play music at church. The church board
didn’t even want to give him any props. He was bringing people all up in the church on Sunday
mornings, nights, revivals and all of that, but it was all about power struggles and that kind of
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mess, stuff he wasn’t even concerned with, or had nothing to do with. The backlash was hard to
deal with, and I was witness to it. He had to leave the church because of it. Too crazy!
I often thought about our different ways in how we worshipped, and just what that meant.
I was Baptist, Roxy was Catholic, Tulip was Pentecostal, and Sam was thinking of becoming a
Muslim. Yet, we could get along. If eighty plus percentages of Americans considered
themselves Christian, and many of those who were Christian felt that America was based on
Christian principles, why didn’t we see, if anything that eighty percent plus, as God’s creations?
And if we are God’s creations, and the majority of us believe that, then why would we do harm to
what God put in place? Too crazy for me, so I try to look at it from Jesus’s perspective, but more
than that common phrase of WWJD.
I have this pic of us at a concert in Chicago. The choir was rocking that night. Ray was
killing on his sax solo. Tulip did a Mary Mary song with this other sister, whose name was Mary,
and together they tore the roof off the church. Many of my friends came to check it out. If we
didn’t do anything right in our lives, we praised Him that night. God had to hear us.
~
I got Sam’s mother to come to church with me before GorDon left. Because of that, I
ended up going to NA meetings with her. She was addicted to crack—bad. Man, she was out
there. And poor Sam was out there too—in loneliness and agony.
There’s a couple of pictures of them at our new house on LaSalle Street. Sam looked all
smooth in his two-piece suit: three buttoned, gabardine and rayon, named brand. And Tricia
looked the best that I’d ever seen her. Man, I didn’t even recognize her. She had gotten herself
together, big time. It was probably the only time that I ever saw my boy Sam smiling with his
mother. They went through so much to get to that point. She finally came around, finally did
things for her and Sam, instead of drugs. I knew he missed her. But he seemed to have it
together, as best he could. To think, after all she did to get herself clean, start a business with
another friend, all that to only pass away. If anything she showed Sam that loved ones can
change. Hell, she showed us all. It definitely changed Sam’s perspective on the greater good. I
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think he saw that even he could change, that he could trust again. For that alone I loved her. He
took her out on the town that night with all the money he raised from his part-time gig.
~
I saw on the news a guy had raped all these girls back in Indiana. He was killed in jail
before his trial. Talk about vigilante justice. It made me think about a lot of things like irony, the
circle of life, some of the things Tulip and Roxy had told me had happened to them.
~
I was a little homesick. I looked at that pic of Nana and Sonny Joe, and thought about
how they loved each other. “One day,” I said, “I’m going to have that kind of love.”

A Piano man peace
-for GorDon
Piano man tears us apart
Bouncing on them keys
Hitting that high C
with too much jazz/ bump/ bass line
Tear it up
March us passed sorrow
In a trance tapping
Finger tapping ivory in a blur
It must be Sunday
March us in Piano man
Head for Jericho
tear up them walls
Bus it to D.C.
A million plus, again
Crash the hajj to Mecca
show them how to kick up sand
Rage it on home
Sometimes real saints just clap
even when they hurt with groove
It spouts from your heart
Our tears run down when you scale those white keys
God gave you Monk’s fingertips but the dazed can’t see
Green jealous bones clank and make some can’t feel holy
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Envy bones clatter and some can’t feel light/ sunshine
And some just can’t, some just can’t go up
high/ upper level—lovely
Move your butt on that bench
Bang and bounce on those keys
Wave your arms and
spit feedback into that mic
Let your toes wiggle/ freely
Sweat out your pores
Release the toxins
All that you don’t need
leave it at the altar
Diamonds are your eyes
Gold are your hands
with silver fingernails
The open sky is your heart
for all to wander
and your hands are wings bending sound

Inductee
N.A. meeting with crack head friend and
I am infused with sweat listening to spilled life
fall from styrofoam cups. The stale bloom of coffee
in VFW Hall 367 rides the nose of broken homes torn
apart like rainbow carnage, a blender’s mess. She
cries crystals—high dollar rocks—20 bucks a pop,
filters from her eyelets. Can her rag-doll body take
this new management? Can her frame, wrecked
by mercenaries of danger, win a marathon?
Can she endure, clean? Holding her hand, burnt by
scorched pipes and scarred from cigarettes, she wouldn’t
let me go, scared that her pungent moments of down
would rise—those times she stole Magnavox TV from
her sister, stole a RCA VCR from her mother, and gave
her sisters and brothers presents—her children. She
reneged on parenting because she stole into
the night for treks of gold. I look for her angel,
and saw no one there for her; she was lost in a large room
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full of people and I could see her alone, puking up
poisons that her body rejects, wanting nothing but sleep,
comfort, another day without her body lurching for dope.
She had no love, knew nothing of its associate, happiness.
She was a mother in an alley breaking to enter that cloud
nine. Cold sweat rolls bowling ball tears of regret
down her cheeks and cartoon colored caricatures
of dope dealers/ crack magnets/ honor roll inductees on
hard-up that’s-the-way-it-is streets, beat her mind into
a frenzy. I see them dancing in lines on her forehead.
Her cold hands perspire and a white chalky dry spit
develops in the corners of her mouth. Scared witless,
she wants me to comfort her down, she hates herself
when lucid, alert, aware of people in her periphery,
[Inductee; stanza break; more]
[Inductee; stanza break; more]

sober and punchy without loaded veins. I
wipe her mouth fresh with my rayon shirt sleeve.
Her tears and my tears run races down the neighborhood streets of concrete. I walk to the podium
with her, stand stiff next to her, and I cry something
holy before she unclothes her new-fangled soul.
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Some Sistas and Brothas
there must be a 100 sistas yellin
fetid injustices inside my phonebook
yellin obscenity after frickin obscenity:
50% touched by an Uncle’s ashy calloused hands
75% molested in the pink of white bedrooms by real Big Poppa
40% aborted their dreams because of the boy-next-door &
90% don’t know a brotha worth any good,
brotha’s just reflections of other men who hurt big
there are sistas in a spectrum to out do sistas
fo the touch of a man/ back stabbin, tongue-lashin, sistas
some claim dignity w/ sexy wink/ passin brothas their digits
behind girlfriend’s back/ in bed w/ her man & yo
husband & yo sista’s boyfriend wadin in a water
there are sistas who are wives who let their daughters fall
in the tight grip of oppression/ a Barry White voice
w/ a Chuck Liddel jab, cause lil girl was never taught
to bob-&-leave
it was the boy-to-man way
so many boys accept they Daddy’s boxin shoes
to bob & weave women,
hit women, then leave
a women at home on the floor in her own juices
bobbin & leavin Sisters/Mothers/Grandmothers/Daughters/Wives
bobbin & leavin
wearin Daddy’s boxin shoes
learnin The-Daddy-Shuffle damn good at this dance
Mama never had to contemplate Junior gettin pregnant
puttin mo pressure on family cause he in 10th grade
a don’t-care-guy/
an immature ilk,
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but if Junior wants he can leave “tack-head” girls alone
run from child support/ have later days options
so many Juniors left like they Daddies left
& kept all that hurt
in their dark spaces
& went to yo sista’s house
where
anotha man left
& anotha man came,
simultaneously
they all circlin circumspection,
oblique/mess
bobble bobble
every 2 minutes
of 1 hour in a day
a sista stays to receive
& a brotha bobs,
hates self
waits for leave

The Footsteps You Know
(Inside Indiana Correction Facility)
-for a rapist
he couldn’t break
silence,
his headache had great voices
merri-go-rounding inside cell
block 5E
clatter,
chinck, shling, on iron
circle key clack ing
stops
clamped teeth zip per
shut before he is open
and muscular men
w/ bulging tri ceps
tear in his anus
w/ big
things
and he feels what

tor ment
like 6 girls be fore
on cold floor abandoned
left
4
dead
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rustlin’ leaves hurts her ears but he dies often
Mongrels of the dark saturate her brain
She promotes them as mercenaries in her outer body experiences
But Mykie can’t dance in Shyra’s disorder
Her synchro-pathy makes him mutter
From pirouette to chainês he vertigos/ to what is reality?
They’re all in Shyra’s head, the sharp angles
Mykie sees her blank eyes roar w/ passion
No future w/ sound
A refugee to claustrophobia
Shyra does not pretend
The HMOs don’t relieve her chronic migraines/ she is alone
Somewhere out there
Shyra dances on the sun feels the intensity acupuncture her soul
So many deaths
She opts for recognition in a mood south of bipolar
Mykie’s tears promote alacrity
Shyra holds him to her
She recalls pictures from their first meeting
She dug his dreadlocks
He admired the volume in her eyes
He wanted to read the book
There are good days
without demons
When their souls are
free forms from bodies
They play on merry-go-round
get dizzy w/ the angels
And greet the love they’ve kept of childhood heroes
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The Performance of Will
We die every ounce of suffering
We die at birth
when we breathe first drop of air
when we put arms around trust
We die in a symphony of daisies
in between the minutes after each second
We die gracefully dumb
allure the sludge hammer stroke against the skull
the earth divides through fingers sifting it up
falls back to a death death
We die before the fire
anticipate the prickling crackles
the heat that popped skin consumes
We consume death’s persona
walk saintly white daggers
reborn to eliminate birth
death is the magnificent shine of a nickel
the eye’s last sight
We notice life when foot’s in crap
the consistency, look, and smell of hope
We die and die and die
complain about things we own yet never purchased
in the bedroom’s job attendance
in the workplace’s sexual memorandums
in quality time for anytime to time
We die before an afterthought
think about it later
every ounce of suffering
two paces close to tomorrow
love stays uncontained in passion’s flabby arms
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No More Shufflin’
I dance on my face…
torn image America pushes (pushes pushes)
slick corner dopedealers
bought by hopes/hoping/hopeful
to escape cold streets we played on
giving up eternity to sell
rocks to faces same as theirs
first hit free, second, pay up
and black men linger in prison
clothesline convicts under the sun (under the sun under the sun)
they were borne to/ a sky they never see
lost in the stripes
of iron bars/ a healthy CNN snack
I dance on my face…
play in the sunshine, sweat,
blood of Yoruba, Ibo, Ashante as white
hands try to shackle me (shackle me shackle me) to lady liberty/
a marriage with gun barrel eyes/
jumping broom into capitalism (ism ism)
I dance on my face…
I dance with tribal ancestors for bountiful harvest,
lit by night’s sun
like Katherine Dunham in Black Hollywood
without Astaires and Kellys dancing
like Nicholas brothers/ tapping rhythms of soul (tapping rhythms of soul tapping rhythms of soul)
as Basie directed their dancing feet
in Micheaux’s itty-bitty, teeny-weeny, pictureshow
I dance on my face
‘cause Martin had a dream, every night
and every night he danced (he danced he danced)
a wild medicine man full of his chi
open to the rebirth of all men
even when so many men spat on him,
kicked and punched his virtue
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caught his dream in corners/ and attack dogs attacked
and baseball players called policemen
swung for homeruns
and hit negro rights out the park
“by any means necessary, dance” Malcolm said
and bullets dropped like rain/ death kissed him
and Betty cried
death crashed Red’s party at Audubon and Betty cried
[No More Shufflin’; no stanza break; more]
[No More Shufflin’; no stanza break; more]

Betty cried, y’all
Betty cried
I dance on my face…
because Mama said, “Boy don’t lower
yo’ head fo’ nobody. You don’t have
nuthin’ to be ashamed of.” I ran
out of house into this magnificent world
up here, on dance floor dancing
in these tired shoes Mama gave me
on fire, sun burnt/ raisin-like
I dance on hot coals, caught up
on the snag of sanity
I dance because to dance is
no more shufflin’
no more superheroes of injustice
breaking me to fall to deeper hurts
I dance on the conjunctions (junctions junctions) to tomorrow
begging to initiate a new dance craze
a re-love(love love)-lu-tion
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~Session Seven~
Sam works as a counselor in Chicago for a Latino middle school near the Chicago Cultural
Center, on the north side of Grant Park. He spoke Spanglish as he would say. Roxy and Sam
would go on and on until we couldn’t take it anymore, and we’d tell them to shut up. Mostly
because the rest of us were ignorant and couldn’t speak two languages like they did.
Sam and I text all the time, and we talk when I am having a hard time in Cali, or he is
having a hard time in Chi. He told me about all his kids, how smart they were, and how many
have had bad breaks: parents who lost jobs, family relocation, being held back because of
relocation—things of that nature. Some were children of illegals, caught in the fight of how to
exist beyond the definition of a border. Yet, most were American like the rest of us who crashed
the party, many whose families served in the military.
There’s a brother and sister he taught to play chess. He would stay after, for an hour
more because their father worked second shift, and their mother got off of her job on an off hour.
He was doing something he didn’t have to do. He took them home on the train one day, and he
said it was amazing just to see how the sister reacted to the entire train ride since it was her first
time on the train. She usually rode the bus.
Sam reminded me of some crazy dreams he’d had since his father died. He didn’t know
his dead beat dad. He once told me he loved the relationship I had with my parents. But, he
never got jealous, really—not like a lot of people do when they want something they envy.
Through Sam I got to see that I had it good—really good. So I had to stop all of the belly-aching,
and all of the silliness. Really, what was I complaining about in my life?
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Son
—a Sam dream
I kissed both my forefinger and its brother. Placed the two
siblings on your cold lips. I nearly lurched out my skin in the funeral
parlor because your lips were petrified shut, another steel
I couldn’t enter. Your secrets
hung about other side of death, mocking me. You were my stranger.
But up close you had my nose and lips. We all need a father. I would’ve knocked
casket over to hear hi son come from your baritone.
But you were voiceless. That’s why
boys run from voices like yours and aspire to the women who love them.
All my life in a shadow that had its own mind. My shadow was you. I was yours
but unlike Peter Pan I could not search you out,
stitch you back. My silent kiss
was not Judas to Christ when I touched your steel lips. I was your first-born,
one of those God protected in the desert with Moses. In life doors close on us.
Mama laid soft words in my ear, muffled a pain. I had no violent reason
to knock, to ask why you weren’t in Harold Washington’s Football Stadium
when my best friend’s mother yelled my number. How could you explain loss?
Where were you when I got knocked on my ass for the first time, and all the rest?
You were never near me when rapid fire night scares of marching men seizing
torches in black night and red fire shouting in their red eye sockets under white-hoods
woke me to chilled sweats.
You were dead then, too.
I no longer jump
to screeches in nightmares or wish Bill Cosby or Mike Brady for my surrogate
father. I don’t run to voices like yours because I never heard your hymn
on a Sunday afternoon car ride after service. I’ve written my own
song like so many of us do. The beat’s a swollen jazz mishmash.
I am gene Mama gave me; purpose she helped to amass in the trade
from solitude to manhood. I shook hands with anger
but we would not remain friends
and my peace double-looped and pulled tight to hold in child’s suffering years
which lived millenniums before your fatal laryngitis. With pride I set you ablaze
in garbage can, a backyard where all boys lost perform in great spaces meant for two.
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T-Bob was in a pic next to Tulip and Roxy. I think I took it when we went to the pier and the
Museum of Science and Industry. We were all wearing our Cubs caps because Roxy made us
since she had got them for us for our birthdays. She was a Cub’s freak. We all knew she was
going to marry Sammy Sosa, or her life would not be complete. They would have 4.5 kids, and
live off the pier, and she would be Roxanna Sosa. But when she said it, her S’s sizzled. I never
knew what a decimal kid was. I figured it was a kid missing his arms or legs or something? I
always thought of a kid with only half a body—just a torso and head was enough to get him in as
a statistic. Who knows?
~
My eclectic friends were too cool. I would be bored out of my skull if it were not for
them. We all had our personal stuff to deal with, but I guess I never saw us as having it too bad,
well, with the exception of Sam, but overall, we were okay. At least I thought so.
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LaRoy stands in the mirror
(Having a talk w/ my soul)
—for T-Bob
Between birth and then
I repulsed, hated my brown
skin, Uncle Charlie’s afro,
my little sister, being so yellow,
banana-beige girl, so near
white/ accepted
crossover.
A time before self-help
and God, I hated history/ the smell
of history’s books—slaveships
w/ overstuffed, crammed, african
bodies bought/ stolen for profit—
lives crammed in couple of pages.
I hated white kids/ those private school
types that looked through me, saw me
transparent/ glass. I recoiled, became
their N-word, outside of me/ away
from myself.
There’s a time on that concrete jungle,
I saw my mother for real, blown and lucid.
Her brown eyes, like mine. Me, all up
in her. I cried for some not there father,
like a bastard. God smiled, gave me some
missing puzzle pieces. Put me back right/
me back on track.
I apologized to my Uncle Charlie…
my brown lips kissed his dark lips.
I apologized to my little sister…
my brown lips kissed her yellow lips.
I apologized to my brown-eyed mother…
my brown lips kissed her brown lips.
I forgave me on a summer’s Saturday night.
I got naked in a 60-watt bulb glow.
In mirror I manifested me—big
lips, big eyes, and the nappy hair
on my brown framed body. I cried.
I laughed. In me was Uncle Charlie,
my little sister, mama, those slaves
crammed on couple of pages. I kissed me/
tasted salt in cleansing tears. I forgave me
on a summer’s Saturday night/ wrote poem
‘bout epiphany/ restoration/ renewal
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[LaRoy stands in the mirror; no stanza break; more]
[LaRoy stands in the mirror; no stanza break; more]

broke God’s commandment and I killed
that fool messing w/ new reflection
mirror un-leased to me.
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Once after reading some of Ray’s poetry, I wanted to find out more about some of the poets he
referred to in his poems. He was dropping names like those New School Poets tend to do. It was
crazy because the major chain bookstores had to order the authors I was interested in from other
suppliers. I just decided to order the books online myself. I later found out a lot of the smaller
bookstores carried them, like Third World Press, in Chicago. Go figure.

poem on the wrong side of town
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standin’ bl ack
in wh ite l ines
askin’
fo’ wh ite things
‘cause Fashion Book Stores
don’t shelve full-blown m ind drops l ike
sanchez/ baraka/ madhubuti/ giovanni/ brathwaite
a brotha l ike me
can take a Wrong Turn
on left and Grandeur Street
wh itewashing my bl ack m ine
to end up watching
all the yeats frost emily’s whitman
when my bl ack butt
shu-duvh been in my basement
gettin’ high into some funkadelics

Transmuting
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She rides rails for the first time, eyes wide and white, like finding a dollar’s worth of change
between sofa pillows. She’s heard of Chi-town, the deaths swung like salt onto buttered rice of
late night’s news. Her body bounces. Gravity shakes her like over-worked parent whose last
nerve’s been stepped on. On Blue Line from O’Hare Hilton to downtown Washington Street.
This rider wants to get her shopping on, rickety-clacking a swagger with ramblers prone to city of
wind, unable to atrophy butts to CTA’s unaccommodating seats. She wants Chi’s love for its
fashion tip, but don’t want the bad that comes with integrating (see, she can’t interpret that her
fear is omniscient—epidemic, worldwide, a pandemic). Her scrap metal thoughts project through
hyper-speed window watching, warned by expatriate of windy city to adopt Chi-town pose called
HEY, WATCH IT NOW, else she target for greedy hands, but she can’t bop to measure of urban
rails, chilly skin—smelly fumes of successful cultures blending in blown oral aromatic cloud of
synergy (and she caught on snag: unjustified mad brain smog seeping smugness). In her clarity,
tense in car, the only flower with one stoned faced man whose body reveals secrets of odd
wrinkles on forehead. Agitation walks through him, stops his pace—suffering stands in his
shoes. Her teen breaths locate a red flag, muscles band together, a sinewy fort to push blunt an
offensive aggression engulfed in car, as he evades her chaste out-of-town-brooding, wants no
contempt. This his home. Voyeurism invades, disrupts what his anger erects, like an amorphous
doppelganger longing to pounce. His body begins towards her. She looks up. Camera. He
stalls. She sees camera. Sighs. He sighs. She sighs again. Rails talk under train’s weight, hits
notes above scale. Harlem St. Station stop. He smiles her up and down. She turns her face into
a baffle of odd silence, he steps off through automatic doors, pushes a lankiness to drown into
big black beyond, while countless riders jump in with her, a sigh throbs out of throat, and she
clutches bags—her white knuckles bulging high yellow skin, as if to say never this again.

There was a teacher who was very influential in getting me to see Africa as it really was, as well
as seeing me, as I really was. I found out that I wasn’t keeping it real, that I was somewhat of a
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poser—just looking for an identity like that wacked out group Four Tupac. I just had another way
of getting there.

The African Neighbor Lady
—for Dr. Ogundipe-Leslie
She’d race her chatter back home to her Nigeria.
A place where traffic is less confusing, a place
where tarzan doesn’t swing with the natives,
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loin clothes are not heathenish, cities metropolate.
Elders are exalted and women aren’t chattel
as in the fleck of an American’s eye.
Her strong dark nose, alluring catlike eyes,
and the majestic movement of her mouth
was fish bait to my mind. I took it in, a pelican’s
swallow. I didn’t choke. It was a smooth
movement into my digestive system—a cloaked
hook. She fingertip-toed, down my arm, on to
my bracelets. Fore finger, middle finger,
a deliberate walk. Bringing up her thumb she
grasped my rubber circlets. She noticed
the dullness, the silver-plated workmanship,
the cheap materials that circled my wrist.
She veered at the ankh hanging from my neck,
silver, close to my heart. The ankh hung flat
on my chest. As if tired it dangled, exhausted.
My ankh said many things and she knew them
all. Her eyes trapped me in a stare. My shirt
“by any means necessary”…Malcolm, Red, on
a cotton shrine that pillowed my ankh’s body.
Symbols
of black fire,
Dashiki black
Black fist in air black
Kwanza celebration black
Radical Christians marching black
Muslim black / Black Panthers-on-streetcorner-black/ all united by love, for love—
ghetto life charbroils on summer’s open grill.
Again, she took my eyes, grabbed my gut
with her gaze. We continued to stalk each other.
I felt love introduce us to touch its face.
[The African Neighbor Lady; stanza break; more]
[The African Neighbor Lady; stanza break; more]

She made a strange connection to my reddishbrown skin and some African clay. I stood up
my suspenders hang down on the side of my
thighs. She chuckled at this. I was caught in her
Nigerian gaze. I found her laughter unamusing.
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Seriousness overtook her like black crows
in a cornfield. “Who are you?” she said. I stood
there looking for just one word to give her.
I hung my head. I tugged at my suspenders.
Time transformed into ducks crossing the road.
She held my head up with her dark wrinkled
fingers. With saturation I took her eyes.
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Just thinking, I thought…

When I forget, I must do it all over
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I subjugate nothing
I am the verb/ working my tongue,
The movement
In me, Jordan doesn’t retire
That ambition rises/ moon-shot
I’m not down, I get it on like Marvin Gaye
My escalator goes up/ Mariah Carey high
The ghetto is temporary/ my home is Eden
For I am King to the new day
Turn myself inside out/ become all I can, each part of me
Rich because I know what the deal is
And Judas can’t trump my ace
He’s on my hit list
Those in my way/ those that cut me off
Become road-kill to my road-rage
And my sage is me
My strength is me
My truth is me
My struggle and love is me
I turn myself inside out/ one mo’ time
Dissect the nonsense/ misnomers of luggage hung on to
Beloved with conscience
I erect; ready/ correct/ blessed with ability
stability to confront, to share, give love

Looking at Sam in his ROTC uniform, I recalled how he couldn’t tie a double-looped tie. His tie
was always a single loop, leaning to one side like a bad leg. I later found out he was too
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embarrassed to ask me to ask my father to show him how to tie a tie correctly. Dad’s ties were
always double-looped to the tee. I finally showed him how to do one.

A maestro’s riff in ties
This lanky, bronze, buck private
in my high school’s ROTC, this
outsider, yet friend, opened how.
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Did what fathers do to untried sons,
face-to-face. Then he stood to right
of me, so I’d mimic movements:
over and under, one loop then two.
And my frustration never rose;
he’s a bit taller, so he got behind me,
put buff arms ‘round weak shoulders,
made my hands chip in with his.
We tied together, while in the surge
area people walked by normally, like
we are prosaic. And background
chit-chatter, shoe rubber loud ‘gainst
the floor, all dissipates in ears, took
over my body—became pulse. He
let double loop free. Told me do it
on your own. He stood before me,
critiquing my tries, arms bow-tied,
face lit in a red magic, as I retraced
his actions like thirty true mimes.

bOyz/Of/a/hOOd
—for those boys without men
father father
too many of U incapacitated
too many fatherless
thinkin’ we men/ thinkin’ we legit
christened under God’s roof
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baptized to be your sacrifice
one, two, three,
more times U Judas us/ flippant Peter
disciple on the outs/ where you skirt
but we little look-a-likes
Mamas see U all up in us & scowl
maybe U shouldofbeen scared
straight/ scared by yo’ real Daddy/

scared

out of sight when U pulled out
penis/ maybe gun barrels
shouldofbeen pointed at genitals

to make U think genetic link
but we adhere/ trudge thru
cause Mamas erect
commit to male angst/ Mamas coalesce
mind/ body, Mamas are
our fathers
our friends
our gods
there
all the time/ there
here, Mamas be
on birthdays sometimes U adorn us w/ offerings of kings
myrrh, powerrangers, currency/
bribing babes w/ sticky candied poison
but Mamas are alert/ decipher deception
knows her offsprings
support’s no reward from U
cause love U needed
never got/ never petitioned
but Mamas make your nevers our realities
so when U strut out in Cadillacs
w/ teen girls ‘bout the block/ rubbing callow thighs as she massages your pockets,
unfix your mouth, sperm donor, don’t say
[bOyz/Of/a/hOOd; no stanza break; more]
[bOyz/Of/a/hOOd; no stanza break; more]

son/ don’t slam doors
on our ears
your music has no bass, man
that’s it/ that’s all U are, mister
some lonesome mass
face in the mall/ master of reflection
some lonesome figure w/out
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some MIA’s DNA

~Session Eight~
Chicago felt so far away, but it also felt close, like a yesterday. I guess that’s what growing up
does to you. I kept in touch with most of my friends, and everyone was still being him/herself. I
really couldn’t see leaving high school, no matter how smart I was. It was hard to see the adult
world before me. Mama always told Ray and me to enjoy our childhoods while we had them. I
finally understood that. There was so much reality that I had to take care of that it was not even
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funny. I never had to take care of insurance, room and board, food, and the mountains and
mountains of paperwork that I had overlooked, signed, and overlooked again. And I had a
scholarship! I thought when I came to Cali they’d give me a food card or something like a bus
pass, and I’d be good to go. Not the way the world ran.
~
I called Mama and talked to her for about two hours straight. I was looking at a recent
pic she sent me of Dad, Ray, and her on the fourth of July. They all looked the same, just older.
In the back yard I saw that they were barbecuing it up. The smoke was wafting in the air. I smelt
the barbecue from the pic. It would be a welcomed feast here, compared to all the vegetarians
running around. Man, Dad can throw down on some BBQ.
Mama asked me what was going on. I held back my tears at first, but it was so weird. I
was doing well. School was on point. I was seeing someone, I guess. I thought I had made the
transition being at Cal State, but then I just got a lump in my throat. I couldn’t hold it after that. I
cried. She was silent. Then she said, “Malik, you a grown man now, baby. But that doesn’t
mean you can’t miss home, you hear me?” Man, my insides ran around the world and back. She
hit it on the head. But what was so funny was hearing my Dad in the background telling her to
get off the phone since these were not free minutes. I cracked up. Dad was always a stickler for
money, and things being paid on time. To say he was a tight wad doesn’t even touch it. Dad was
so tight fisted water couldn’t penetrate through when he made a fist.
~
In elementary school I recalled playing paper wad basketball and paper triangle football
with a couple of nerdy friends Jett and Sumi. We were so nerdy. Jett and Sumi would look the
part, wearing the standard gear: the high-water pants, pencil holders, even the taped bifocals. I
wish I was kidding. I can say I wasn’t that bad, as far as dressing went. I couldn’t even afford
the clothes to be nerdy. I really liked talking with them, sitting down at lunch, me with my paper
bag, and them with their lunchbox couture of plaid or Scooby Doo. Man, I wanted a lunchbox
bad back then. They were smart as hell. That’s one of the things I didn’t have, at least not to the
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degree of Jett and Sumi. They consumed math and science like it was Starbursts. I wondered
where they were.
We had a teacher named Mrs. Ford. She was the only math teacher that I really
understood, and loved. She was our home away from home, and made us do our work. Not
many teachers like that around anymore. It’s all about state tests, curriculums, pay checks, and
layoffs. Mrs. Ford took time for us. She made us come to school early to study for hard tests.
Now how good a teacher were you when you got kids to come to school earlier than they had to?
I had a pic of her somewhere, where we were in her classroom, and I was sitting behind her desk
acting like I was somebody.

Mama don’t take no mess
—if Mama were single
Mama would leave,
pack me up, to go to Nana
Marie’s or a hotel. I was so little
I can barely remember passed my eyes
but I saw her looking out of a window
or pulling food out of white styrofoam,
before I knew food in styrofoam meant
gastritis—and how she could look at me,
smile—made me warm. I can still feel
that warm front, it moves in between
ups and downs and wish-I-hads.
Mama could decipher my heart
through my eyes—scare off those
demons, their lies. No man could
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ever love her right, like she wanted,
in her youth, in her spirituality,
in her forward place of want for
a man that is just a need for her
hot-pot wanting. It is dangerous
to say these things because she can
read my mind, I’m no good at blockage.
Mama, she’s no good at middling,
waiting for a man to turn around
from respite. She has God, now—
and she pops—bursts.

if you never got it
(a father’s day poem)
sometimes you don’t hear what i say
or i don’t say how your ears need to hear
‘cause of static
sometimes i want to call you, hear a smile/ break
but i get too weak to lift phone/ to push buttons
to bring you beside me
sometimes i “once upon a time” ‘bout kiddie fantasies
kinda wonder…were tall, dark men extinct?
so fathers get lost—keys in holey, tough, jean pockets?
all times i see you in my head/ swirling
sometimes you were my father
but all the time you are/ mama
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Reciprocity and Reprimands
To get young mother to stop
smoking Kools or Salem lights,
a fourth grader must tell her,
“Yo’ breath stank,” when she bends
down to kiss him/her before going out.
She’ll then linger a toke, look at child
she spent twenty-seven hours in labor
for, and consider slapping him/her silly,
consider the smoke lilting like wakes
on waves, sore signal to some arbitrary
release of herself and why she can’t do
what she wanna do when she wanna
do it, maybe she’ll consider the child
who burned hot in her belly, who bled
all over her open thighs splaying arms
and yelling for some air, yelling outside of dark tunnel of warmth, yelling
for everyone to catch him/her, yelling
for a touch—for that sweet sweet life
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that she is now taking away due to
second hand filters. A mother looks
before the second drag, puts down
the cig, brushes teeth, gargles in Scope,
and comes to foot of baby’s bed, fresh
and looking for new love out of an old
heart. He/she kisses mother, hugs her
like black barnacle, in hot want to die.

Bravado and Gonads
—for Mrs. Ford
By our last name she knew us, called for us
like a drill sergeant with rocks in his throat,
an elite hate for weakness, a torture built inside
to let the tortured know I am the master of this
world, but hate was a far away item in her.
“Sit your black butt down!” her fingers dared.
“Don’t you got no home training, Boy?!”
She bellowed like war, a lion, and we gave in
like a gazelle fawn, coward to her spray after lunch
period, rambunctious and gitty, something traversed
our underwear, made us unable to cradle hard wood.
Until her course, math was bamboo shoved under
our nails and Arabic calligraphy—here, the student-based
paradigms got snagged and pulled apart. This little
Black woman about the size of a large child, whose voice
was bravado—whose attitude, globe-sized gonads—
kicked her students in the butt, and she’d get back pebbles
of assuredness, smiles, and razorblade-lightning-definity.
“Do you want to be a bum, Swartz?!” And when we wouldn’t
vocalize in teenager, “Are you going to sit there and say nothing
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Toni or are you adult enough to respond with intelligence?”
How could we counter her parry, how could we win a winless wrangle, when she had our respect tucked inside her
brassiere next to a couple of twenty dollar bills?—her psychology,
her tornadoes of trickery, were not words she used to push us
into the dirt. She diced large uncomfortables to bits. Small,
in her catch-22 she caught us, embarrassed the stupidity
we brought to class, our lethargy. And with time we purchased
her expansive produce; became daring gonad-kickers—little
doubts with no more to doubt. We were her offspring
who drew her tears at graduations. Her “I’ll miss you,
babies”—her hugs, altered the shapes that were wrong
in us. She made our thoughts right, and we grew limp
in her tight brown, tootsie-roll, hugs for that moment.
And any moment in the future we would return with beards
and babies, and before reentry into her classroom could hear,
“To be someone you have to know something, child.”
Our sensei of arithmetic would brake from her sternness,
and the crinkle in her face would blow into a wild smile
earned to us from time and pain and absence.

denying my nerd
in my boyhood days
before i got nagged

too harsh and heavy—a thug
with a boner flash jumping out

by jock itch, did
the grid-iron friday

of night’s bushes—scaring
scrawny attackee with serrated

night thing, got hooked
on b-ball, hit the black

cardiac arrest. and since
i didn’t own wired taped-framed

black asphalt to run
track, i shot balled-up

attributes, i didn’t glimpse
me one of them, but i did

paper into tin wastebaskets in my english

hold their phone numbers and
we all-night talked about toys,

class, on lunch period,
with two A-students.

social studies, ‘bout the best girls.
we’d meet in student’s

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

lounge with “hey”
smiles—try-to-be-cool

i hung out with nerds, loved
their parochial plaid-patterened

handshakes, and top-shelf candy.
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lunch boxes, i’d of orgasmed
for a pristine scooby-doo thermos.

i was a pup poet, then.
looked at the sinew of

but slouchy, dark, polyester
pants never hung off their

magnolias, pines, and oaks
like naked loyal nouns

butts ‘cause they’d pull and
pull pant-waist high up to

needing adornment.
i was a nerd, back then.

wanted chests—tight heaven
when wearing belts—male

i am a nerd, right now—
no pride, just a weird raging cool.

camel-toes in hell. and boy laughs
appeared man-made in goofy,

~Session Nine~
I realized that all the people in my photo album made me who I was. I remember how CJ looked
that last time I saw him. He’s all debonair, working in the mayor’s office. And Tulip (Michelle)
decided she was going to be a pharmacist when she got out of high school. She worked at
Walgreens, and had talked with Dr. Sanjan, the Walgreen pharmacist who worked there, and who
also told her about scholarships that she could get, and that even Walgreens had to offer. T-Bob
wanted to become a truck driver in the Tri-state area, a straight 9-to-5, which was hard to do as a
truck driver. Even though we kept in touch through phone calls, texts, emails, I wanted to see
them.
~
I met Bev but we broke up. She was it for me. After kicking it for six weeks, we told
each other we were in love. Could it have been that I was lonely? Could it have been that I had
not assimilated fully to the Cali lifestyle, still in culture shock? I don’t know. I thought we were
great. But she had second thoughts, started bringing up all her old boyfriends that hurt her before,
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and before long we were on the outs. One day she told me, “What if I can’t accept the love that
you give me.” What could I even say to that? But it wasn’t a question. It was how she felt.
Bev’s father was a light-skinned black man and her mother white. Bev could pass for
white, and had problems with darker-skinned blacks like myself. She told me she only felt
comfortable around the blacks in her family. I didn’t say anything, but I felt that she was saying
she didn’t feel comfortable around me. It was strange since Cali was probably the most culturally
mixed state other than New York and Illinois. When I realized how she doubted everything: love,
her identity, it was beyond anything I could do. It was all on her. It made me think how we all
want the love we are not willing to give.
~
I learned my family and friends participated in giving me a full life. With it, I had to do
what Tammy and Lamont never had the chance to do—live. I needed to love every chance I got.
I mean, why not. If Sam and Tricia changed like they did, I knew that love had a place for me,
with me, in me. So that’s how I kicked it.
~
I met another young lady about two weeks ago. She was born in Hammond, Indiana, and
was going home in August. We were going to do a road trip back to the Midwest, in her little
Ford Escort. Her name’s Mia Bleu Thurmon. I called her Bleu. She hated it at first, but now,
we’re good with it. She called me Leaky. Oh, I hated it. And oh, I loved it. As with Tammy and
my mother, Bleu was the only one that got away with it. I mean, come on now—Leaky? But
when she said it, it held my heart. I liked that feeling. I needed that. Maybe this will go
somewhere, maybe not. But, I’m not hating it.
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Conjugating We/Slurs
I am I am I think &
(know this)
Is what to be if is is I am (and we are its)
Therefore it be/s an is if it be
I am (that we are)
Is what we is, sobeit, is, it
[tagged]
I am
A/me in the we of things
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Oh
In pit of me
it begs
“read my lines,
no in between.”
It’s true, I’m no
Pablo Neruda,
but clouds are my breath,
on soft winds to heaven
that crows try to steal away.
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My Gift from God
My legs die
in battle. From ground
level I crawl to where
the pen restores rainbow
colors of a funny mind.
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A Basic Poet
Black pen warm in
hand leads ideas to run
through my head, like rats
scurry in attic, words
domino down lines.
Empty paper bloats words,
impregnates words, cut
clean for readers. Poem
hatched to an egg.
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The Dark Corners Of My Room
I light a candle
To make my own radiant sun.
Blind drapes can see my dark soul—
The position to where my mind ignites.
Look how it flickers, illuminates,
Light of resurrection,
God’s gift exchanged—a small promise.
As the molten wax falls,
From the holler of a match’s yell,
My tears melt new trails,
Journeys to journey/ and journey.
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A Tripped Out Dream
In midnight
In black midnight
In crystal black midnight
I dreamt about love and love and love
And mo’ love
Not easy pseudo IN-FACT-U-WAY -SHUN-IZED/
commercialized/ bluejean denimed,
Pepsi-cola
muscles, breast, chest, much less/
skimpy, clothed in the hot sun/
sweat/ wet tee-shirt/
daisy dukes—butt hanging out kinda love
But love that spreads like grape jelly
Preserved to touch the mouths of millions
Sticky like honey
Hard to get off
Hard to get rid of
Sharp like Colby cheese kinda love
Rich in depth—fathoming purity
Frosty and bold w/ a mule kick
Intentional as night and day kinda love
The kinda love that smells up the neighborhood—twitching noses
Wet grass stained on the mind kinda love
And I smiled long through the night
For I dreamt about love and love and love
And then some mo’ love
‘cause I loved the love I dreamt about
and that love loved me back
so love is cool
and I’m in love w/ love
so since love and I are in love
it is cool
And loving love makes a special feeling called love
Love it or leave it
But I find it hard to escape its vise grip hold that loves me down
tearing ligament meat
cutting scissor slits
ripping intestinal guts
punching sharp tear pain nose
clawing fingernail grooves
making bulging veins belly
just scaring me w/ all the dogmatic,
scientific ologies of old (slash) contemporary times
Not wanting to be alive because of the pain
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And still,
There is no doubt,
love is cool
Quick Thought
My heart is alive and seeks
another
but the one that it seeks has
a lover.
Instead of standing out I become
background
and I listen to my heart pound,
and pound, and pound,….
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splash
the plank
sound
made
when out
there
by our
lonesome
repeats
itself
repeats
itself
nothing
dangles
it’s us
without
gigs
emailattachments
family
it’s us
without
faith
composure
safety-nets
on plank
we stand
alone
stand
alone
the heart
waves
us in
but its
noise
is too
loud
and this
water
too too
bold
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Breeeaathe
the wind replied
a yesterday, ago
for me to handle
the breeze in step
slip not into
that dark mind
open up the epidermis
let what pours
sweat it out
stay cool, breeze
hang loose, tighten
up your abstract mosaics
let the concrete under foot
hold you up, brotha
appreciate the colors
handle it
handle it
don’t let it bring you
down/ beat up
down/ beat
down
up

Check it out
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I used to dig the scene,
I used to dig the people,
‘til I had to be dug up,
that’s when I hit it,
solid ground.
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~Epilogue~
I am waiting in Bleu’s Ford Escort. She calls the sky blue car Cozy. So, I’m sitting in Cozy
while she uses the bathroom in a Marathon station as we are driving through Texas, back to
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Indiana and Illinois. We are getting to know a lot about each other being in the car all this time.
Bleu is in her second year of her scholarship. She says she bypassed her senior year of high
school by taking a couple of extra classes at Cal State her first summer. I thought about doing the
same thing, but then I wouldn’t be able to go home now. I need to see my people, to have a slice
of Gino’s pan pizza, walk in Grant Park, sit on the pier by Lake Michigan, and eat my father’s
food again.
A group of locals go into the gas station. They look like preteens, all bubbly about
nothing, all dressed in their own individual armor. Every place has its misfits I guess. Bleu
walks ahead of them when she comes out of the Marathon. As she approaches the car, I think
about how she becomes larger and larger in my view, and how the locals are fading farther and
farther behind her. I wonder is this what is happening to me, is this my life. I think about my
family, and all my friends who are going to be at my house tomorrow night, when we arrive.
Bleu will meet them all.
There is nothing fading away in my life, everything is becoming better, newer. I see
beyond the fear. I accept my responsibilities. For change is change. What can I do about it,
constantly whine? That’s not me. At least not now, and I hope never.
I sit back and put my head against the seat as Bleu opens the door to Cozy. She sits down
and I feel her weight shifting in the driver seat. “Okay, I’m ready to go Leaky. You want some
of this?” I can hear her shuffle through a plastic bag. “I have sour gummy worms, jerky, Mike
and Ikes, and some bottled waters.”
I start laughing, with my eyes closed, taking in what I know are her staring eyes.
“What? What?” she says, as I hear her tear open a package and start to chew on the
contents. It’s either the sour gummies or the beef jerky. She then puts the bag in the back seat.
I keep laughing.
“What? I don’t know why you think it’s so funny. You’re going to be asking for some
of these gummies before we get out of Texas. You know that’s right.”
“Oh yeah?”
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“Yeah.” I open my eyes and look at her. She is beautiful. “I know you think I’m crazy,
but this is something that you can have in that book you are talking about writing, for real
though.”
“Oh, now I know you are crazy.”
She winks at me, and sticks out her colorful tongue full of gummieness. I start back
laughing, as she starts the car, and puts us in gear towards something brand new.

